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This dissertation presents a systems study of Miami,

Florida, with data collected for the years 1950-72, cross-

correlation analysis of the data, calculation of urban in-

dices , computer simulation of mathematical models, construc-

tion of a land use map, calculation of major economic, fossil

fuel and natural energy flows, estimations of energy avail-

able from solar energy technology, and a theory relating eco-

nomic competitiveness to the ratio of natural to fossil fuel

energies. The urban system of Miami and Dade County, Florida,

was used as a study area but the theory and approach could be

used for any urban system.

An overall detailed model of the urban region of Miami,

Florida, was created showing major flows and storages in the

system and time series data were collected for 1950-72.

Cross-correlation analysis showed significant levels of cor-

relation between the rate of change of fossil fuel use and

the rates of change of population, budget, sales tax, income.



building structure, and number of telephones. Calculation

of serveral urban indicators for 1972 showed a fossil fuel

energy density of 300 Kcal/m /day in the urbanized area, a

per capita energy consumption of 53.8 x 10 Kcal/capita/yr

,

a ratio of natural to fossil fuel energies of 0.25, a devel-

oped area of 260 square miles, a building growth of 150

million square feet , and a rate of development of 6.5 square

miles per year. Tables and graphs of these and other vari-

ables are presented from 1950 to 1972 to identify trends.

Based on the overall model of Miami , several mathemati-

cal models for the Miami-Dade region were simulated using

analog computers. These models consisted of systems of first

order in time, non-linear differential equations which in-

cluded fossil fuel energy flows , main economic flows, exter-

nal price functions, building structure, natural energies, and

population. These equations were derived from a general

theory of human systems based on energetic and ecological

principles. These models were simulated for several linearly

increasing functions for price and several sets of available

energy functions. Based on existing available energy trends

and the rate of increase of price, the urban region of Miami

and Dade County should reach a maximum point of growth around

1976. If additional net energy above past levels can be

supplied in the future , then growth may continue until 1985

with the population leveling at about 1.6 million. Increas-

ing prices for fuels cause structure to peak earlier and

sooner while diminishing the use of fossil fuels.

xi.



Tables of economic and energy flows were constructed

through calculation or estimation. To calculate the energies

associated with the natural systems in the county a land use

map was drawn and subsystem areas determined. Estimating the

productivities of these systems on a per area basis then

allowed calculation of total energy flows. The energies

associated with winds, tides, waves, and fresh/salt water

concentration gradient were also calculated. These energies

were compared to fossil fuel energies by using the concept of

energy quality and it was found that the ratio of natural to

fossil fuel energies changed from 0.77 in 1950 to 0.25 in

1972. It was hypothesized that regions with higher natural

to fossil fuel energy ratios can compete more effectively

since they have greater natural energy subsidies.

It was calculated that recycling of garbage could pro-

duce, at most, 2.7% of the fossil fuel energy consumption

while solar energy technology used for hot water heating

could save, at most, 3. 5% of the total fossil fuel energy

used in 1972. The energy flows associated with primitive

,

electrical, natural, gas, and solar water heaters are pre-

sented. The relationship of prices, money, and energy flows

are discussed for urban regions in general and related to the

future of Dade County in particular.

As a final point of interest, an order-disorder formula-

tion of the urbanization of South Vietnam was constructed

which included main flows of money, growth of natural and

urban systems, and destruction due to herbicides and general

xii



warfare. Results are presented for an herbicidal pulse last-

ing five years and different levels of U.S. aid.
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INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the most complex and least understood systems

of man are cities and urban regions which seem necessary for

exchanges of energy , information, money, and goods between

men and institutions. Understanding of urban systems is des-

perately needed for coping with the last thirty years of the

twentieth century because of the intense and rapid changes

occurring. The United Nations estimated that the urban popu-

lations of the underdeveloped countries will quadruple by the

year 2000 and that those of the developed nations will double.

Will this trend continue or will it change as a function of

available world supplies of energy? Can energy predictions

be used to implement accurate and adequate planning for the

basic needs of these urban populations? Can-economic forces

driving migrations be ultimately reduced to energetic consid-

erations and these be used to predict migrations, availability

of jobs in cities, and mechanization of agriculture on the

farms ?

The energy crisis of 1973 dramatically outlined the

dependence of the American economy and its subsystems on

fossil fuel energies. In order to relate the structure and

functions of cities and their supporting regioiis to energy,

models and calculations were made to show main principles for



urban growth and change considered in overview. In this

study a general energy basis fbr cities is presented.

Detailed applications, evaluations, and simulations were

applied to Mi ami -Dade County, Florida and other cities.

The contributions of natural system energies are impor-

tant in Dade County because o£ their multiplier effects on

tourist flow and the general life support of the basic func-

tions of maintaining air and water- quality. Is there a

limit to fossil fuel development in relation to natural ener-

gies above which the system loses tourist or economic viabil-

ity? What is the value of these energies to a future steady-

state urban system for possible energy futures? The future

will be characterized either by a low level of fossil fuel

availability and no net nuclear energy source or further

growth based on new energy sources. By taking a macro-scale

approach to the urban system this dissertation presents a

theoretical framework for understanding cities.

Urban growth in the United States has accelerated in

recent decades. This has facilitated competition with the

rest of the world by maximizing growth rates and the utili-

zation of unused energy reserves. Urbanization has followed

the maximum power principle which says that those systems

survive and compete best which maximize their power flow

(Lotka, 1922). High energy components of cities have emerged

and have required enormous resources for support so that the

city system can continue to function. Is this trend shift-

ing? Since there is little experience with a steady-state



economy, serious study and thought are needed to determine the

characteristics and behavior of a steady- state city. There

is a plethora of studies on individual projects and aspects

of cities, including population, transportation, economics,

racial distributions , housing, water supply, etc. , but very

few studies for an urban region as a whole with consideration

of some basic parameters and with energy as a common denomi-

nator for appraisal, of the basic outside forcing functions.

Many have felt that a model of an entire urban region is too

complicated, with thousands of parts recognized when one

examines a city in micro-scale. However, if a complex system

is considered at a macro-scale level by lumping components, a

manageable model can be constructed to show gross effects

which eventually are propagated down to the micro-scale level

(Odum and Peterson, 1972).

A very simple model showing some of the basic inflows to

a city along with some of the principal storages within the

system is diagramed in Fig. 1 (for an explanation of the

symbols, see Fig. 3 in the Methods section) . The source

labeled income represents the flow of money entering the

system and is shown to be pumped by natural energies. This

represents, for example, tourism. The source labeled re-

sources includes all the purchased energy and materials neces

sary such as fossil fuels, food, water, goods and people and

the source labeled free natural energies represents the work

services of the natural system in support of man. The inter-

nal storages consist of structure, money available to spend.
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and number of people. The structure, population and money-

storages of the system act in multiplicative action to add

new structure and population to the system. Money flow from

outside can come from many sources. The heat sink drains

from storages represent depreciation while those at the mul-

tiplier symbols represent heat losses due to energy conver-

sions. Can a model as simple as this with its aggregation

show, through simulation, the change in the growth of struc-

ture as a function of changes in the supply of money and

resources along with changes in prices occurring in the larger

economy encompassing the city? Simulation results of models

similar to this are presented. Theoretical studies are in-

cluded to suggest a class of overview mini -mode Is which can

be generally substituted for detailed city models with simi-

lar results.

American urban systems have been characterized by rapid,

successional type growth without much recycle. The model in

Fig. 1 does not show any explicit recycle pathways but if

this were a steady-state or declining city recycle pathways

would be included. In natural ecosystems there is a cycle

of growth and decay in which the dead parts are reorganized

into living structure through an interaction with an outside

energy source, usually sunlight. This can be thought of as

a general order-disorder cycle which is representative of

all processes in nature. This principle is applied later

in this dissertation to the urbanization of an entire country,

namely, South Vietnam.



Dissertation Research Outline

The purpose o,£ this dissertation is the study of the

energy -economic basis for urban systems with specific refer-

ence to the region of Miami -Dade County, Florida. To this

end models were developed which indicated the response of

the urban system to available energy and outside price func-

tions over time. Time-series data were collected for the

urban system of Miami-Dade County for as many of the gross

parameters of the urban system as it was possible to collect

data for. These parameters included energy consumption

,

building structure, population, money flows, land development,

water consumption, tourist flows, transportation structure

(vehicles), waste generation, etc.

The creation of conceptual and mathematical models were

accomplished using the energese symbols (H. T. Odum, 1971) for

detailing the overall system functions and interactions.

These models are usually too complicated for simulation but

indicate major pathways, interactions and, along with descrip-

tive tables indicating numerical values, allow comparisons

between the magnitudes of different pathways. Starting with

the overall complex model of the urban system, several simpli-

fied models were derived and simulated in order to determine

the response over time to different energy functions , price

functions and money income. Although the exact numerical

value of certain parameters is uncertain, e.g. , available

energy, simulations; are conducted for parameter variation so
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that families of curves are generated. This at least gives

an estimate of a predicted value range for variables of

interest within the system. All of these models involve the

solution of systems of first order, non-linear equations,

which means they contain first derivatives with respect to '

time and products of two or more state variables, equations

of the form

3Q P

i = 1,2,:;.., N-

where I. and I^j^ are some general forcing functions, Q. are

the state variables, f^ is a non-linear function, and N is

the niimber of equations. The combined system of equations

represents a system of N order. Thus, the simulations con-

tained herein investigate the behavior of non- linear system

theory applied to urban systems along with the applicability,

sensitivity and validity of such formulations. This is of

importance because of the overwhelming use o£ linear, economic

models. Aside from simulation results correlation analysis

was conducted and interpretation of the time-series data was

attempted. The accumulation of the data for the Miami region

is important in itself for they can serve as a reference for

other studies.

Land areas of subsystems contained within Dade Coiinty

were calculated from land-use maps derived from aerial photo-

graphs. These subsystems included urban and natural systems

such as residential and commercial areas, swamps, hardwood



hammocks, and mangrove swamps. Estimates were made o£ the

produGtivity of each of these systems and an energy system

spectrum was calculated. The general theory of urban systems

is discussed and calculations of basic energy indicators were

made for the Mi ami -Dade system which can serve as yardsticks

for comparisons with other urban systems. Energy budget cal-

culations were also made to estimate the energetic value of

money flows in the system and contributions from solar energy

technology were estimated.

Description of the Study Area

Located in the southern portion of the state of Florida,

latitude 25*47' North and longitude 80" West, the Mi ami -Dade

County region is an area of approximately 2,000 square miles

(see Fig. 2). Originally covered by vegetation of the type

found in the Everglades National Park, it has rapidly been

transformed since extensive drainage, dredge and fill opera-

tions , and agricultural and urban development began in the

early 1900' s. Most of the urban development has occurred

along an above -sea level strip of land paralleling the- east

coast known as the coastal ridge. In the process of growth,

many species of plants and animals have been destroyed and

as much as 90% of the wildlife of the Everglades has dis-

appeared. However, the magic of the name Miami as a subtrop-

ical paradise was maintained for a long time and tourists

were attracted by the sunny beaches, mild weather, natural



Fig. 2. Map o£ Florida showing the location of the
urban region of Dade County.
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subtropical ecosystems, sea breezes and moderate temperatures

maintained by the offshore Gulf Stream. Summer temperatures

average 81°F, winter temperatures 61°F, relative humidity is

usually between 50 and 85, and 60 inches of rain fall per year.

The additional diversity of luxury hotels coupled with the

natural systems acted as a magnet for tourism and money in-

come. Up until recently tourism was the main source of in-

come with some 10 million tourists visiting the county in

1973. In recent years the economy diversified with light

industry and aircraft related businesses, and Miami has become

a major embarkation point to Latin America and Europe. Manu-

facturing plant employment increased from 29,000 in 1954 to

77,000 in 19 70.

The northern portion of the county is heavily urbanized

(>10 persons per acre) with this urbanization continuing

northward into Broward and Palm Beach Counties ; this developed

coastal strip is known as the Gold Coast. Miami Beach is an

island off the east coast, world famous, and intensely devel-

oped with large, high-rise hotels and apartments. The major

means of transportation is the automobile with the Palmetto

expressway, 1-95, U.S. 1, and Old Cutler Road acting as main

arteries through the region. As in most other large American

cities there are concentrations of poor people in and around

the downtown area with high crime rates, low income, and sub-

standard housing. The average income level is higher in the

southwest and southern portions of the developed area and is

characterized by modem, single family residences. Urban
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development has proceeded southward, influenced directly by

southbound U.S. 1.- Growth is also taking place about. Home

-

s;tead and these two urbanized areas are creeping toward each

other along the U.S. 1 route. The western and southern por-

tions of the county are covered by extensive areas of marsh

grjasses with intermittent hardwood hammocks and cypress domes.

The county is also covered by 238 x 10 sq. meters (59,000

acres) of agricultural land, tomatoes being a principal crop.

Along the. southern 'and eastern coasts are systems of mangrove

trees. The major power station is located at Turkey Point.

The southern portion of Florida has long had plentiful

quantities of water during the rainy season with large sheet

flows occurring from areas north of the county near Lake

Okeechobee to the southwestern and southern shores of Dade

County. These large flows of water occur mainly along the

Shark river slough. The county is also underlain by an

extensive, shallow fresh water aquifer known as the Biscayne

aquifer, 1,500 square miles of which lie within Dade County.

Approximately 38 inches of rainfall passes through the Dade

County portion of the aquifer, which is approximately 2.72 x

9
10 gallons per day. This aquifer is the result of extensive

formations of permeable limestone rock; this rock is the only

mineral resource in the county. The county is also underlain

by a deep aquifer (approximately 800 feet deep) of brackish

and salt water known as the Floridian aquifer, which is

separated from the Biscayne aquifer by a layer of impermeable

rock. In an attempt to control floods, manage water supplies,
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and develop agriculture and urban areas the Federal govern-

ment has created an extensive system of canals , levees, dams

and pumps to regulate water flow. The canals prevent flood-

ing by passing water quickly to the sea, but this lowers the

water table, increasing the chances for salt-water intrusion.

Local pumping near the coastline has also increased salt-

water intrusion. The majority of water that used to flow to

the Everglades has been diverted, a major reason for the

extensive decline in that ecosystem. This system of man-made

water control structures has radically changed the makeup of

the county. Biscayne Bay borders the county on the east and

pulse discharges of water from the canals stress this aquatic

habitat.

The population of Dade County in 1973 was approximately

1.3 million, starting from a mere seventeen hundred people in

1900 and net in-migration was approximately 40 ,000 people per

year. There were large migrations of Cubans in the late

1950's and early I960' s because of the Cuban revolution.

They migrated into the downtown area and the approximately

300,000 Spanish-speaking residents of the county, 200,000 of

whom are Cuban, give it a distinctly Spanish flavor. Migra-

tions of blacks from the rural areas have resulted in 189,000

blacks living mainly in the dpwntown areas. Politically, the

county consists of 27 municipalities which were incorporated

in 1957 under the Metropolitan Dade County Government, while

40% of the population still lives in unincorporated areas of

the county.
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Review of Previous Miami Studies

There have been many reports compiled dealing with the

economic, historical, physical, and social aspects of the

Miami -Dade region. The following paragraphs summarize many

of the reports which have been published dealing mainly with

the economic and physical aspects.

The Metropolitan Dade County Economic Survey (November,

1970) gives a brief review of the economic and social state of

Dade County including statistics on business , climate, health,

education, economic indicators , transportation, utilities,

population and services. It focuses on the attractive aspects

in order to encourage business and people to migrate into the

county. The report, "Profile of Metropolitan Dade County:

Conditions and Needs" (Goode, 1972), is a compilation of spa-

tial and temporal data for population, environment, economy,

housing, health, education, leisure time, public safety,

transportation and social services. The report contains well-

illustrated maps depicting such things as racial distributions,

transportation systems, incidence of disease, parks, incidence

of crime, environmental quality index, and other parameters

.

The report, "Facts and Figures Show How DADE DOES IT RIGHT"

(1972) , put out by the Miami-Metro Department of Publicity

and Tourism is a compilation of information showing employ-

ment, income, indebtedness, budgets and several indicators

of growth which are supposed to indicate the viability,

attractiveness and growth potential of the region. Greeley
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and Hansen (1972) evaluated fifteen wastewater disposal plans

and; recommended construction plans for wastewater treatment

facilities based on projected population growth. Hartwell

et al. (1973) summarized the limits of water availability to

Dade County and attempted to show in a general way the stress

of increasing population on the water supply and other parts

of the system. Studies by Klein (1957,1965 ,1971) ^ Kohout and

Klein (1967), Meyer and Hull (1967) , Hull and Galliher (1970),

Galliher and Hull (1969) , Parker et_ al. (1944) and Leach and

Grantham (1966) deal with hydrological conditions and the

effects of water discharge and pumping on various areas of the

county. Salt water intrusion is mapped as is fresh water head.

Road and expressway development plans for mi dtown Miami based

on Jinticipated growth are contained in "Multiple Use Opportun-

ities for Mi dtown Miami" (19 71) . Several ecological studies

of specific systems within Dade County have been completed by

Bade r and Roessler (1972), Wilson (1973), and McCoy (1973).

These studies dealt with Bis cayne Bay, soil arthropods, and

algal mats. The Dade County Economic Base Study (I960) ana-

lyzes Dade County's personal income position. For a develop-

ment just north of Dade County, Veri (1972) tried to assess

the impact of the development on the surrounding area, a small-

scale systems approach. It was concluded that the impact on

the existing neighborhood would be undesirable and that popu-

lation increases in the region should be greatly curtailed.

Several investigators have attempted to look at the

problems of South Florida and Dade County in a holistic or
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interdisciplinary fashion. Marshall (1972) discusses the

carrying capacity o£ South Florida and the interaetion and

interdependence between the Everglades and the Gold Coast.

The implication is that the South Florida system is already

overtaxed and as the Everglades goes, so goes South Florida.

Buchanan (19 73) in the RALI report has provided a sampling of

information for 1 , 800 square miles in the southern part of

Dade County which should help in creating solutions for repre-

sentative problems in the county. This report seems to focus

on the technological alternatives which are necessary to pro-

vide the services needed for an expanding population. First

Research Corporation (19 73) conducted economic studies for

the state of Florida by dividing the state into five market

areas. One of these areas included Dade and Broward Counties,

containing the area known as the Gold Coast, a strip running

along the coast. This study attempted to predict future mar-

ket demand by projecting past population and economic growth

into the future and thus predicting demand. No effect of out-

side energy and inflationary pressures was included in this

analysis.

Summary of Urban Modeling Approaches

While this dissertation emphasizes an energetic-ecological

approach to urban systems there are other modeling approaches

which have been applied. The following paragraphs briefly

describe some approaches used by other investigators . ;



Economic -Demographic Models

Economic based models . The external sector is the

exclusive generator of growth with an assumed linear rela-

tionship between the level of external activity and that of

local activity. Growth depends on external demand and supply

factors are disregarded. No consideration is given to avail-

able energy (Yujnovsky, 1972).

Income expenditure models . Aggregates of components in

the economy are defined based on sources of regional income

and product. This goes a step beyond the previous model in

that local demand is considered. There are extensive data

requirements and field research necessary. For example,

V + M=C+I + G + X

where V = regional product

,

M = imports

,

C = regional consumption,

I = regional investment,

G = regional government expenditures, and

X = regional exports.

The method still lacks supply or available energy consider-

ations (Yujnovsky, 1972).

Input -output analysis . Disaggregates the economy into

n sectors so that production of one sector can be expressed

by means of

n
X. = I X, ,. + Y:j (i = 1,2, ...n)

j = l
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where X^ = total production of sector i

,

^ij ' production of sector i to be used as input
•' to sector j, and

Y^ = final demand.

Now, X. . = A..X.

where A.
^

is the input-output cdefficient as the minimal

input required to produce a unit of a particular output.

Substituting

X = Ax + y (matrix)

X = (I-A)-l y ,

which is a set of linear, simultaneous equations. Basically,

it is an accounting scheme to keep track of the interdepen-

dence of different sectors of the economy and is applicable

for a system in equilibrium or for small changes about the

reference or nominal systems.

Programming models. These consist of linear equations

for which some objective function is met such as maximizing

net income or minimizing the total cost of the use of resources

The market is defined in advance as a set of fixed prices for

all consumption goods (Yujnovsky, 19 72)

.

Simulation. Attempts to take into account the complex

interdependence, feedbacks and non-linearity of social sys-

tems. It is assumed that the levels and rates of change of

a set of components describe the state and changes of the

system (Forrester, 19 71). These models are usually not spa-

tial in character although they could be used as such.
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Demographic models . Population prediction models which

have socio-economic variables as important parameters. The

phenomenon of migration is poorly understood and usually jobs

a:re used as amain attraction. Gravity, diffusion and proba-

bility models have been used to describe migration (Yujnovsky

,

1972). This is probably where energy available to urban and

agricultural regions should be considered.

Spatial Distribution Models

Location theory . Revolves about the theory that the

location of a city will coincide with the least transport

cost location with respect to the source and market of raw

materials.

Central place theory . Central place refers to the loca-

tion of a city as an area performing retail and service func-

tions for surrounding areas. Thfe two results of this theory

are that the area served increases exponentially with the

population size of the center and that the total number of

establishments varies exponentially with both population size

of center and total population densities (Berry, 1964).

Rent theory . Each activity in the urban area minimizes

the sum of rent and transportation costs. Various schemes

are developed for trade-offs between these costs and expres-

sions are assumed for these costs as functions of distance

(Yujnovsky, 1972).

Gravity models . Distributes residential population by

relating places of residence to places of employment and
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allocates service activity by relating its employment to the

spatial distribution of population. The number of trips

between two areas i and j is given by

V. . = V. r ^
^i

re V. = total number of trips generated at i,

d., = measure of distance between zones i and k , and

whe

A = = aconstlant.

Transportation and trip generation models . These models

are concerned with trip generation as a function of socio-

economic variables, trip distribution, choices among differ-

ent modes of transportation, estimates of travel demand and

predictions of traffic volume at both micro -macro and inter-

intra urban levels (Yujnovsky, 1972).

Ekistics . The term ekistics has been used extensively

by Doxiadis (1963) and means the study of human settlements.

Doxiadis, an architect, has chosen to look at the general

spatial patterns of cities from an historical, cultural and

functional point of view. Unlike most of the previous

approaches mentioned above, Doxiadis chooses to rely more on

intuitive judgment when trying to design a functional pattern

to meet human needs. In particular, his consulting firm has

proposed a transportation network and master plan for down-

town Miami which relies heavily on the automobile although it

has provision for the implementation of a mass transit scheme
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(Doxiadis Associates , Inc. , 1967). Ekistics could also be

considered a holistic approach to city spatial planning.

System or Holistic Urban Models

Although the models described above have been viewed as

presenting explanations of various aspects of urban systems

,

they all are restricted to limited parts of the city, e.g. ,

transportation. They also suffer from an economic viewpoint

of the world without consideration of some of the basic

biologic-energetic laws which drive and limit natural systems

and which, theoretically/ are an integral part of urban sys-

tems. For the most part, use is made of linear equations for

description since the techniques for the solution of linear

equations are well established. The following paragraphs

describe models or views of the world from a macro-system

point of yiew in an attempt to pick out the important vari-

ables of the city, connect them into a system, and pick out

some important principles which can be used to make judgments

about city properties and behavior.

General system theory . It has been recognized that

cities or urban areas define operating systems with inter-

locking parts which exhibit certain properties and perhaps

obey several general laws of system behavior. Built into

these system approaches may be economic, social, ecological,

etc., biases. One of the distinct advantages of a general

system approaches that it is not restricted to a particular

field of study or a linear description of the system.
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Energetic -ecological approach . Several investigators

have attempted to look at several aspects of urban and human

systems in terms of biological, energetic and ecological

points of view deriving from the vast knowledge that has been

compiled on the workings o£ natural systems in order to under-

stand man and his systems , even though they are influenced in

as yet unexplained cultural ways. H. T. Odum (1971) applies

energy concepts and systems thinking to the systems o£ man and

much of this approach is incorporated in this dissertation.

Holling (1969) outlines the similarities between ecosystems

and social systems with special reference to ecological sta-

bility. A predator-prey model is used to model land develop-

ment where land acquisition is analogous to predation.

In. Ian McHarg's book Design with Nature an approach is

presented which, attempts to combine the various properties of

an area, e.g., physiography, geology, hydrology, plant associ-

ations , historical value, etc. , in a systematic way in order

to develop in optimum locations. Maps are created of each

property indicating its value (based on a scale of 1 to 10,

for example) by means of shading from black to clear. All of

the maps are tSien overlaid and the areas which come out the

darkest Cor lightest, depending on the reference) are con-

sidered most suitable for development. The technique suffers

from the fact that each property is assumed to be independent

and if any weighting factor is used it is up to the investi-

gator to make value judgments among the different properties.

This approach is an admirable technique for, trying to bring
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together and unite the systems of man and nature in a spatial

way- -no calculations are made of energetic value. Essentially,

it is an architect's ecologically oriented attempt at planning

which needs to have a quantitative theory wedded to it.



METHODS

Description of Modeling Language

All symbols used in the model diagrams have been estab-

lished by H. T. Odum in the development o£ his. energy lan-

guage. A description, explanation and mathematical descrip-

tion of these symbols can be found in Odum (1971,1972). The

symbols used in this thesis are summarized in Fig. 3.

Model Development

Based on previous modeling experience, urban studies,

ecological principles, energetic concepts, and discussions

with various people, preliminary models are constructed with

the aid of the symbols described in Fig. 3. A pictured repre-

sentation has advantages over mathematical equations in that

it allows one to identify interactions more easily. A list

of the major outside forcing functions is compiled along with

the major storages (state variables) within the system. The

topological structure of the model is then created by making

assumptions about the interactions between the outside sources

and the internal storages. This determines the pathways

entering, leaving and internal to the system. The conceptual-

ization of the model also aided in the data gathering process

25



Fig. 3. The symbols of the energy circuit language used
in this dissertation (Odum, 19 71,1972).

a. Outside source of energy supply to the system
controlled from outside; a forcing function
(E).

b. Constant flow source from outside;
J2 = k2JoX/(k^+k^X), J^ = k^jQ, J^ = k^XJQ.

c. A pathway whose flow is proportional to the
quantity in the storage or source upstream
(J = kiE). The heat sink represents the
energy losses associated with friction and
backforces along pathways of energy flow.

d. Storage of some quantity in the system.
The rate of change equals inflows minus
outflows (Q = J-kQ).

e. Interaction of two flows to produce an out-
flow which is some function of these flows;
usually a multiplicative output, i.e.,
f(X,Y) = kXY.

f. Transactor symbol for which money flows in
one direction and energy or matter in the
other direction with price (P) adjusting
one flow (J-i) in proportion to the other,

.^2<-h' PJ2I.
; .

g. A combination of "active storage" and a
"multiplier" by which potential energy
stored in one or more sites in a subsystem
is fed back to do work on the successful
processing and work of that unit; auto-
catalytic.

h. Production and regeneration module (P-R)
formed by combining a cycling receptor
module, a self-maintaining module which it
feeds, and a feedback loop which controls
the inflow process by multiplicative and
limiting actions , e.g. , the green plant.

i. Sensor of the magnitude of flow, J.
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by helping to identify important pathways. Numerical data

were then compiled from the literature for the various stor-

ages , pathways and outside sources. Some of the data were

approximated by using state or national average per capita

data.

Data Assembly and Evaluation

Collection and Organization

By going to city agencies in Miami, state agencies in

Tallahassee., and searching library reports and documents, a

library of reports was gathered containing information on the

urban system of Mi ami -Dade County. Data on such things as

total energy consumption, total budget, effective buying in-

come, population, number of telephones , building structure,

retail sales, taxes, water consumption and land development

were collected, graphed and tabulated by year from 1950 to

1972. Data for all years were not always available so that

the most recent values found were used in the models and cal-

culations. The consumption of fossil fuels such as natural

gas and liquid fuels was estimated based on values for the

state (Minerals Yearbook, Mineral Industrial Surveys). A

table of fossil fuel consumption for Florida from 1950-72 is

contained in Appendix I. Total, per capita, and rates of

change for the variables mentioned above are also contained

in Appendix I. Graphs of the data plotted as a function of

time and energy are contained in the Results section. Land
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areas for urban and natural areas were obtained by planimet-

ering{maps (see Table 10) and aerial photographs (January,

19 73).

Cross-Correlation Analysis

For two functions X and Y which are changing with time,

it is sometimes desirable to know how well correlated in time

these functions are. Correlation in this sense means how

well two signals track each other in time. For example, if

the two signals are ramps of equal slope they would be said

to be well correlated; likewise, ramps of equal slope but of

opposite sign would be negatively correlated. The cross

-

correlation function (see Lee, 1960) between two continuous

signals, X and Y, is defined by

<I>yv(t) = lim w / X(t)Y(t+T)dt
^^

T-*-"
'^ -T

where the signals are considered over the interval (-T,+T).

The parameter t is the shift in time between the two signals

for which the cross-correlation function is calculated. Two

sinusoidal functions of equal frequency and in phase would be

strongly correlated. As these two signals were shifted in

time they would become less correlated until they were com-

pletely out of phase. They would then be strongly negatively

correlated. The correlation function can be normialized to

obtain a correlation coefficient defined by

,V *XI^. Ml
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where a^ = •(f)j^j^C03

If the two functions X and Y are not continuous but discrete

values of the functions are known then the correlation fijnc-

tion is defined by

^ xyW = i J^; Vi^^T

where T is the shift in time between the two fimctions X and

Y and K is the number of data points. The correlation coeffi-

cient is defined as above.

If the two functions are both non-stationary (containing

a trend) then one may not necessarily "cause" the other. For

example , the increasing population of New York could be corre-

lated to the increasing price of tea in China, even though

they have no relationship to each other. For Miami-Dade

County all variables have been increasing up until 1972. To

avoid the non-stationary nature of the functions a cross

-

correlation analysis was done for the first differences (rate

of change) of the various parameters to see if these corre-

lated. This cross-correlation function is given by

K

*Ax-AYf^) =.T.f, (sT)i(sr).,^

and this equation was used to construct Table 2. AX/At and

AY/At represent the rates of change of X and Y. Again the

correlation coefficient is defined as
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(T)

AX-AY^ ^/a^^a^Y

i^/Here ^aX = ""^AX-AX^"^

°
^AY = *'*AY-Ay'-"^

•

The program used to calculate the cross-correlation

function is called CORR and is contained in the Nuclear Engi-

neering Sciences computer center. University o£ Florida.

Simulation Procedure

Simulation Model

Although a very complex model containing many storages

and pathways can ultimately be simulated on a digital com-

puter, important results can be obtained by other methods.

Simplifying complex models by lumping storages and eliminat-

ing small flows but maintaining the essence of the model

allows analog simulation, reduces chances of error, and pre-

vents the model from overwhelming the researcher with too

much detail. After a suitable model' is decided upon, the

equations representing it are solved on an analog computer

and output curves generated.

Writing. Scaling and Programming of Equations

Associated with each model diagram is a set of first

order differential equations (N^^ order system) which describe

the rate of change of the state variables.. The equations are

obtaine.d by setting the rate of change with time of a state

variable equal to the inputs minus the outputs to that storage.
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These pathway flows will be equal to some constant, K, times

a product of state variables and sources. This coefficient

can be calculated knowing the value of the flow and the state

variables and sources. In order for the equations to be

solved on the analog computer they must be scaled, i.e., the

maximum value that a state variable will achieve should

correspond to the maximum voltage output of the computer.

For an example of scaled equations see the details of simula-

tions in the appendices. An analog diagram is then drawn to

represent the equations with each storage corresponding to an

analog integrator. This diagram is then programmed on the

computer for solution. The numerical coefficients in the

differential equations are transformed into potentiometer

settings on the analog computer.. For example, given the

equation

Q^ = .05Q^Q2 - .3Q^.

^^^^^ Qlmax ' 10>^^ Qzmax = ^^' ^^^^

Q^= .05(10)010)

•) f

'Imax ^2max

- .3(10)
^Imax

where the ratios in brackets are now the scaled computer

values and cannot exceed the maximum voltage of the computer

since corresponds to the maximum voltage. The entire
^max '^

equation is then divided by Q^j^^^ in order to scale Q^ the

same as Q, . This means that one second of computer time will

correspond to the unit of time which the real-world problem
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is expressed in. I£ flows are expressed as per year then

one second: of computer time will represent one year. The

equation resulting by dividing, by
Q^^^^^x

~ ^^ ^^

f n

'IMax

f

.05(10)
Ql If ^2 1

'iMax '2Max
.3

'iMax

The coefficient of the product [Q^^] [Q2] is equal to .5 and

is the value that a potentiometer will be set at. Likewise,

the potentiometer setting for the last term is .3.

Energy-Economic Budget Calculations

Since there are no money flows in nature a method by

which natural and man-made systems can be compared is to use

energy flow as a measure of useful work. The gross produc-

tion of natural vegetation can be estimated and used as a

measure of the useful work necessary to maintain a given eco-

system. The work performed by the natural energies of wind,

waves , and tides can also be calculated. Work processes in

man-made systems can be measured by fossil fuel and money

flows. In order to compare the energy flows associated with

natural and man-made systems, a common unit of energy is

necessary which measures equal ability to do useful work.

For example, how much work can 1 Kcal of sunlight do compared

to 1 Kcal of coal.
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Energy Concentration Factor and
Energy Value of Money

~

Consider Fig. 4a, which is a simplified diagram of the

process of converting coal into electricity (Lem, 1973). The

box represents a power plant which is driven by inputs of

coal and purchased goods and services. The dollar value of

goods and services has been converted to Fossil Fuel Work

Equivalents by using the conversion factor of 25,000 Kcal/

dollar (Odum, 1974a). This ratio has been obtained by taking

the ratio of total sunlight falling on the United States per

year (in Fossil Fuel Work Equivalents , FFWE) plus the fossil

fuel used per year and dividing by the Gross National Product

of the U.S. This ratio is a measure of the fossil fuel work

that one dollar can generate in the economy. There is some

•disagreement as to the magnitude of the dollar to kilocalorie

ratio. Kylstra (1974) has calculated the ratio from 1947 to

19 72 with the ratio in 19 72 about 22,000 Kcal/dollar. The

haitural energies included in this calculation did not include

the offshore marine productivities so that the ratio may be

somewhat higher. The natural energies were calculated by

taking the solar energy falling on the United States and con-

verting to FFWE's by dividing by 2,000. The actual value is

probably somewhere between 22,000 and 25,000 Kcal/dollar for

1972. This energy to dollar ratio has been steadily decreas-

ing since 1947 so that the approximate figure of 25,000 Kcal/

'A Fossil Fuel Work Equivalent (FFWE) is the amount of

useful work that 1 Kcal of fossil fuel is capable of doing.



Fig. 4. Examples illustrating the concept of energy
quality. (From H. T. Odum, unpublished papers.)

a. Diagram showing major inputs necessary
to generate electricity and upgrade energy
concentration (quality). It is seen that
1 Kcal of electricity is generated from
approximately 4 Kcal of fossil fuel inputs.

b. Energy chain showing the upgrading of
energy from dilute solar energy to con-
centrated electrical energy. Boxes
represent energy conversion processes.
Numbers in parentheses are energy concen-
tration factors showing the number of
Kcal of energy needed to generate 1 Kcal
of electricity.
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dollar will introduce some error into several calculations.

Since the conversion of natural energies to FFWE is also

approximate, the value of 25,00,0 Kcal/dollar should suffice

as a reasonable approximation. This number is an average

value for dollar flows of goods aiid services which have been

affected by many sectors of the economy. It can be seen from

Fig. 4 that the ratio of the Kcal value of fossil fuel inputs

to the Kcal value of the electrical output is 4. In the

process coal has been upgraded to a higher quality and more

versatile form form of energy, namely, electricity. Four

Kcal units of coal are necessary to produce one Kcal of elec-

tricity. It is said that the fossil fuel work equivalent of

electricity is four, or that the energy concentration factor

of electricity relative to coal is four.

This same concept can be applied to other forms of

energy such as sunlight and organic matter by consideration

of the chain of energy processes necessary to go from sun-

light to electricity. Figure 4b diagrams in simple form the

energy conversions between sunlight and electricity. Tenta-

tive energy concentration factors for several types of energy

are listed in Table 1. Dividing a given type of energy flow

by this factor will give the energy available in Fossil Fuel

Work Equivalents. This concept of energy concentration

(quality) is in a theoretical phase following from the idea

that energy storages must be of an upgraded higher quality.

LotkaVs principle also requires that energy must be upgraded

and stored to accelerate inflow and effective use. The
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Table 1

Energy Quality (Concentration) Factors
Relating Different Work Processes

Energy Quality
Energy Conversion Process (Concentration) Factor s

Sunlight to Gross Production 100

Gross Production to Wood 10

Wood to Fossil Fuel 2

Wood to Electricity 8

Gross Production to Fossil Fuel 20

Sunlight to Fossil Fuel 2000

Tidal Energy to Fossil Fuel 0.3

Hydrostatic Head to Fossil Fuel 0.3

Fresh/Salt Water Concentration
Gradient to Fossil Fuel 10(?)

Total Work Done in U.S. per Dollar 25000 Kcal/Dollar

The Energy Quality Factor is a ratio of total energy
inputs (including all subsidies) to energy output from the
conversion process. By using appropriate sets of ratios,
different forms of work can be converted to the same
equivalent type and then compared or summed. Energy Quality
Factors are preliminary and subject to readjustments. See
Odum (19 74a), Kemp (1974), Young et_ al . (1974), and Costanza
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numbers in Table 1 should be considered approximate and pre-

liminary.

Theoretically, then, all energy flows of man and nature

can be compared by reducing them to the same common denomi-

nator of FFWE^s. Likewise, the money flows of human systems

can be interpreted as the work they require in the economy

by the conversion factor of 25,000 Kcal/dollar (Kcal of

fossil fuel work). Thus, all the work contributions of man

and nature can be compared on an equal basis (see Table 11).



RESULTS

Pat a on Mi ami - Dade Coxmty

In this section data are assembled from many sources

for combination in energy models toward understanding the

urban system. One of the most difficult aspects of under-

standing cities in terms of an energy framework is getting

data in energy units. In human systems the standard unit of

measure is money and most data are in dollars. However, for

every dollar flow in the economy there is an exchange of goods

and services. These igoods and services were the net result

of the accumulation of processes in the economy which were

dependent on energy support. In effect, a dollar can buy a

number of kilocalories of useful, work which was done in the

general economy (see Methods; Odum, 1971). Dollar statistics

give some indication of the energy intensity of the systems

which they characterize. For example , the budget of a, city

is representative of the energy going into maintenance of

those parts of the city considered public domain. Data were

compiled by referring to many of the publications listed in

the references (Dade County Economic Base Study, 1960; Dade

County Budget; Existing Land Use Study, 1961; Economic Survey

of Dade County, 1970; Dade Does It Right, 19 72; see Table 6)

and constructing the graphs over time given in Figs. 5-11.
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The ntunerical data for each year used to construct these

graphs are presented in Tables 20 to 21 in Appendix I with

notes explaining the numbers. The graphs were constructed by

connecting successive data points with straight lines. There

was one data point for each year. Data points are not shown

on. the graphs for purposes of simplification.

Energy data, for gasoline, and electrical consumption were

obtained from publications of the Department of Transportation

and Metropolitan Dade Coimty agencies. Numbers for natural

gas, residual and distillate fuel, kerosene and liquid petro-

leum were based on Florida consumption of these fuels as

listed in the Minerals Yearbook and Mineral Industrial Surveys.

Figure 5 presents gasoline consumption and total energy con-

sumption where total energy is the sum of gasoline, natural

gas, distillate and residual fuel, kerosene, liquid petroleum

and four times the electrical energy as explained in the notes

to Tables 19 and 20. This energy is expressed in Kcal of

fossil fuel. Population figures are shown in Fig. 6, water

consumption in Fig. 7, total budget in Fig. 8, dollar flows

in Fig. 9, number of telephones in Fig. 10, number of vehicles

in Fig. 11, and building structure in Figs. 10 and 11. One

of the most difficult parameters to find information for is

physical growth of a city, either in terms of square feet or

mass. Figure lib was, constructed by using the financial data

available for new construction each year and dividing by the

2
average cost per square foot ($8. 50/ft ).
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Trends and Peculiarities

Looking at the data plotted in Figs. 5-11 it is seen

that the trends are similar to those experienced in the rest

of the country during a time of expanding energy, i.e., con-

tinual growth from 1950-72, except for a period during the

late fifties and early Sixties. If the rates of change for

these parameters are looked at in Figs. 16-18 it is seen that

the rates of change for total energy, effective buying income,

sales tax, budget, and number of telephones have been increas-

ing, indicating a power function for the growth of these

parameters. The rates of change for water consumption, labor

force, and population seem to have oscillated. Perhaps this

is because these variables are subject to the random influence

of weather and migrations.

There seems to have been fairly gradual growth from 1950

to about 196 7 with the latter part of the sixties and early

seventies characterized by rapid and accelerated growth.

The birth rate (Fig. 6a) has been steadily declining since

reaching a high in 1958 and the total increase in population

seems to be following an oscillating curve due to migrations

(Fig. 6b). It is interesting that several of the curves

leveled for several years from the late fifties to the early

sixties. During this period of time there were two large

migrations of Cubans and the Miami Metropolitan government

was created. The influx of Cubans brought in capital and

created a larger tax base which may explain why the budget

and sales tax leveled. There may have also been greater



Fig. 5. Fossil fuel energy consumption for Dade County.

a. Graph of total and per capita gasoline
sales in Dade County from 1950-72.

b. Total and per capita fossil fuel con-
sumption including natural gas , liquid
fuels, and electrical energy from
1950-72.
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Fig. 6. Population statistics for Dade County.

a. Total population and births (natural
increase) per year for Dade County
from 1950-72.

b. Net migration and total increase in
population for Dade County from
1950-72.
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Fig. 7. Total and per capita water consumption for
Dade County from 1950-72.

Fig. 8. Total and per capita budget for Dade County
from 1950-72.
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Fig. 9. Economic measures for Dade County.

a. Total and per capita retail sales and
sales tax collections for Dade County
from 1950-72.

b. Total and per capita effective buying
income for Dade County from 1950-72.
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Fig. 10. Measures of structure for Dade County.

a. Total and per capita value of building
permits for Dade County from 1950-72.

b. Total and per capita number of tele-
phones for Dade County from 1950-72.
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Fig. 11. Measures of structure for Dade County.

a. Number of vehicles (autos , buses, and
trucks) for Dade County from 1950-72
in millions.

b. Approximate total building structure
for Dade County from 1950-72 in millions
of square feet.
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efficiency introduced due to the consolidation of the many

separate municipalities.

Cross -Correlation Analysis

Cross-correlation analysis was performed for the time

series data presented in the previous section. This type of

analysis gives a measure of how well two functions track each

other in time. It is usually important to determine the

causal variable which the other variables in a system follow.

For a city or any complex system it is sometimes difficult to

determine which is the cause and what are the effects. Based

on. thermodynamic considerations energy seems to be a necessary

and primal variable for urban systems. However, once a city

system is established, changes in the population or money

supply could also be construed as causal actions, at least

over a short period of time. Eventually, energy and resources

would become the primal cause. This section attempts to give

some measure to the relationship of energy and population to

several urban indicators.

Since most of the data have increasing trends (non-

stationary) the first differences (yearly changes) were cross-

correlated (see Methods). First differences of the variables

are presented in Figs. 16 to 18. The cross-correlation func-

tion used can be found in the Methods section on page 30.

Table 2 presents calculated values of the cross-correlation

coefficient between first differences. First differences for

population and total energy were cross-correlated with the
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first differences of other urban variables. The greater the

correlation between variables the closer the correlation

coefficient is to one. Figures 16 to 18 show how many data

points were used for each of the correlations since one data

point was associated with each year. As can be seen from

Table 2, total energy and population rates of change corre-

late quite well with changes in other variables except for

water consumption and retail sales. The reason for the

retail sales negative correlation is unknown while that of

water consumption may be related to random effects of weather.

To put in perspective the change in energy consumption

compared to that of other parameters. Table 3 was constructed

to compare the percentage difference between 1962 and 1972

values for the number of telephones, retail sales, effective

buying income, sales tax, total budget, population, building

structure, number of tourists and total energy. It can be

seen that a 77% increase in total fossil fuel energy has been

accompanied by a 1071 increase in effective buying income, a

250% increase in sales tax, a 130% increase in the budget,

and a 100% increase in the number of tourists. The number of

telephones, retail sales , and building structure changes have

been about the same percentagewise as the change in energy

consumption. Total population increased by 23.5%.
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Table 2

Cross-Correlation Coefficients Between .

the First Differences for Selected Urban Indicators

Cross -Correlation
a

rreiati(
icient"First Differences Correlated Coeffi

Populiation to Total Energy 0.93

Population to Water Consumption -0.0062

Population to Total Budget 6.92

Population to Sales Tax 0.56

Population to Gasoline Consumption 0.901

Population to Effective Buying Income 0.69

Population to Retail Sales -0.5

Population to Value of Building Permits 0.9

Population to Number of Telephones 0.92

Total Energy to Population 0.93

Total Energy to Water Consumption -0.17

Total Energy to Total Budget 0.83

Total Energy to Sales Tax 0.65

Total Energy to Effective Buying Income 0.716

Total Energy to Retail Sales -0.65

Total Energy to Value of Building Permits 0.79

Total Energy to Number of Telephones 0.85

^First differences of the variables shown in this column
were correlated (see page 30 in Methods).

Crossr correlation coefficient given by equations on page
of Methods section. This coefficient is a measure of how

well two functions track each other in time. The maximum
value of the coefficient is one and indicates high correla-
tion. The time shift, x, between the two functions was equal
to zero for the coefficients calculated for this table (see
page 29 in Methods section).
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Table 3

Percentage Difference Between 1963 and 19 71
Values for Several Urban Parameters

Item
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Urban Indicators

the description of an urban system requires numerical

information for parameters which indicate the state of the

system. Traditionally, such things as population, area,

population density, labor force, number of jobs and economic

information have been tabulated. Recently, since the increase

in environmental awareness, measures of environmental health

and pollution have been introduced. Such things as number of

comfort days and rainfall indexes are used to indicate weather

conditions. These measures are used to compare different

urban systems and build models.

Several other measures are needed and may possibly re-

place some of the above-mentioned ones for some purposes.

For example, energy density (total energy consumed/unit area)

may give a more realistic picture of the intensity of urbani-

zation than population density. As can be seen from Table 4

the energy density of the Mi ami -Dade urban area is 300

2
Kcal/m /day compared to a New York City value of 4,000

2
Kcal/m /day (Odum and Peterson, 19 72). Anyone who has visited

these two areas can perceive the difference in intensity of

these cities. Energy density could also be used to classify

different types of subsystems within the city (Wetterqvist

et al . ; Brown, 19 73). Total energy use per capita is a

succinct measure of the activity in the city; this parameter

can reflect the economic vitality of a population in a city.
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Although most cities don't contain many large natural

ecosystems, they do contain parks, open spaces , and trees.

The ratio of the gross photosynthesis of this vegetation to

the total energy consumption is an indication of the level of

development of the city and the support from free natural

work. The productive energies of vegetation, the natural

energies of winds, water, waves , and sun provide free work

services in a region. The ratio of all natural energies

Cvegetation and physical) to total energy (fossil fuel) use

is important and may be a measure of tourist competitiveness

with other competing urban regions.

Other indicators of urban areas include number of tele-

phones (a measure of the communication web), retail sales,

effective buying income (income left after taxes), sales tax

collections , water consumption, budget, number of vehicles,

net migration, square feet of buildings built (measure of

structure) , total energy consumed, and money incomes and

expenditures. Another interesting measure is the ratio of

floor space area built to that of the urbanized area, i.e.,

the ratio of growth in the vertical direction to that in the

horizontal direction. In Table 4 it is referred to as the

vertical/horizontal growth ratio. This ratio is an indica-

tion of three-dimensional growth. Table 4 is a list of the

main urban indicators used for Miami-Dade County with their

numerical values, for 19 71 or 19 72 (see Tables 20 and 21 in

Appendix I and Table 11 for more complete information on

these parameters).
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Table 4

Urban Indicators

Item
Total for

1972
Per Capita for

19 72

Budget

Developed Area
c

Economic Subsidies

Effective Buying Income^

Energy Density in
Developed Area"

Expenditures

Fossil Fuel Consumption^

Labor Force^

Net Migration

Number of Telephones^

Number of Vehicles^

Population

Population Density in
Developed Are.a^

Retail Sales

^

Ratio of Total Natural
Energies to Fossil Fuel
Consumption^

Sales Tax Collections^

Structure Built in a Year

Structure Existing

Total Natural Energies-'

Vertical /Horizontal
Growth Ratio*^

Water Consiomption

$173x10^

260 mile^

$1.48x10^

$5x10^

300 Kcal/m^/day

$6.8x10-

$179x10°

150x10^ ft^

1100x10^ ft^

18.9x10

0.365

12 FFWE

$126

.00019 mile'

$1080

$3722

$4964

74x10^^ Kcal
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Footnotes to Table 4 - continued

c
Consists of transfer payments plus federal subsidies to

agencies. See notes 6 and 7 to Table 6.

Calculated by taking total fossil fuel use and dividing
by the developed area:

Energy density = 73.63x10^^ Kcal/yr ^ 1 mile^
.

260 mile 2.59x10° m^

365 days

density =

®See Table 9.

£
Calculate

developed area

2Energy density— 300 Real /meter /day

fCalculated by taking total population mid dividing by

Population density = 1-37x10 people ^ 5.2 7xl0^/mile^
260 mile

^See Table 11 for a list of productivities for the natu-
ral and developed areas. The total energy of the natural
systems is 18. 9x10 12 ffWE. In units of chemical energy this
would be 20 times as great or 2 75x10 12 Kcal. The ratio of
natural energies in FFWE to total fossil fuel consumption is

18.9/73.63 = .25. I

^See note 22 to Table 6.

/"•See note 23 to Table 6.

ISee Table 11. An FFIVE is equivalent to 1 Kcal of fossil
fuel.

k
This was calculated by taking the approximate growth in

square feet of structure and dividing it by the increase in
developed land area from 1960 to 19 72. This is a measure of
Vertical vs. horizontal growth. Thus, the ratio from 1960
to 19 72 was

Vertical/horizontal growth ratio =

_ 1110x10^ ft^ -520x10^ ft^

(260-202) mile^ .

590x10^ ft^

58\niie2x(2Z.iM0liti3
mile

Vertical/horizontal growth ratio = .365
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Many of the above-mentioned indicators are only parts

of the overall Miami -Dade County system. Indicators of long-

range growth for the system are those which reflect the growth

of the system as a whole. Two of these parameters are devel-

oped land and population, both of which are plotted in Fig.

12 from approximately 1900 to 1972. The graph of developed

land was constructed by planimetering maps from the Dade

County Planning Department, Research Division, 19 73. The

shape of the curve is suggestive of logistic growth. The

data which were used to construct these curves are presented

in Table 5, which also includes the rate (velocity) of devel-

opment computed by taking the total development over ten-year

increments and dividing by ten to get an average yearly rate

of development. Another indicator of long-range growth is

total fossil fuel energy consumed, a plot of which is pre-

sented in Fig. 5b from 1950-72. It should be possible to

determine various storages and flows in the system if the

total energy needed to support a given level of structure is

known. Figures 13 to 15 show effective buying income, retail

sales, total budget, nimber of telephones, number of tourists,

sales tax, and building structure as a function of the total

fossil fuel energy supporting the system and as a function

of the sum of electrical and gasoline energy consumption.

Several of these curves are almost straight-line growth

curves while others are close to piecewise linear; the slope

of the curve for sales tax in Fig. 15 seems to be increasing.
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Fig. 13. Several parameters in Dade County as a fimc-

tion of total fossil fuel energy.

a. Total budget, retail sales, and effective
buying income as a function of total
fossil fuel energy supporting the system
of Dade County.

b. Number of tourists, number of telephones,
and sales tax collections as a function
of total fossil fuel energy supporting
the system of Dade County.
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Fig. 14. Building structure and economic flows as func-
tions of fossil fuel energies.

a. Building structure as a function of total
fossil fuel energy supporting the system
of Dade County for two different rates of
depreciation.

b. Effective buying income, number of tourists,
number of telephones , and retail sales as

functions of electrical plus gasoline energy
supporting the system of Dade County.
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Fig. 15. Effective buying income, sales tax collec-
tions , and total budget as functions of
electrical plus gasoline energy supporting
the system of Dade County.

Fig. 16. Rate of change per year for total energy,
electrical energy, and gasoline energy for
yearly intervals from 1950-51 to 1971-72.
All units in 10l2 Kcal (FFWE)

.
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Fig. 17. Rates of change for economic flows and water
consumption in Dade County.

a. Rate of change per year for effective
buying income, retail sales and sales
tax for yearly intervals from 1950-51
to 1971-72.

b. Rate of change per year for total budget
and water consumption for yearly inter-
vals from 1950-51 to 1971-72.
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Fig. 18. Rates of change for labor force, population
and niimber of telephones in Dade County.

a. Rate of change per year for labor force
and population for yearly intervals
from 1950-51 to 1971-72.

b. Rate of change per year for number of
telephones for yearly intervals from
1950-51 to 1971-72.
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indicating a power function relation to the sum of electri-

cal and gasoline energies in the system.

If the city indicators discussed above are plotted on

a graph as a function of time (Figs. 5 to 11), then trends

(rates of change) can be identified, this is further needed

information when comparing different urban systems in addi^

tion to Table 4 of city indicators. The rate of change

(velocity) of flows and storages in the system can be derived

from the graphs over time. The rates of change of all the

urban parameters are graphed in Figs. 16 to 18 from 1950-72.

These graphs are further discussed and analyzed in the Data

section.

General Overall Model of Mi ami -Dade County

This section presents an overall macro-model of the

Miami-Dade system for purposes of describing system components,

-interactions, and numerical values of flows and storages.

Figure 19 is the diagrammatic representation of the system

with accompanying Table 6, which delineates numerical values

and associated calculations and assumptions. The circled

numbers of Fig. 19 refer to pathway numbers in Table 6. The

outside forcing functions have been grouped into three main

categories, namely,, fossil-fuel energy and goods , natural

energies, and money inputs. This grouping was chosen so that

Fig. 19 represents a general urban model since all urban

regions depend on these outside forcing functions to greater
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or lesser degree. For example, for an industrial city an

industry storage and outflow of industrial goods in exchange

for money would be substituted for tourism. As can be seen

from the diagram, the major forcing functions for the Miami

-

Dade region include fossil fuel and food energies, tourist

dollar flow, federal economic subsidies, sales of goods

,

population migration, natural energies , and external land

available for development. The flow of tourists in and out

of the region has been represented by the tourist money coming

into the system which is inversely proportional to the price

of goods and services in the external (U.S.) economy. In

fact, all prices have been assumed to be determined by the

economy of the United States as a whole , which reflects world-

wide fuel availability and inflation.

The main storages which have been chosen to represent

the system are private structure, roads and vehicles, popu-

lation, government structure, water supply, developed land,

wastes, and money. It can be seen that the production of

structure and people is dependent on an interaction of all

segments of the system, i.e., complex systems are highly

integrated. This interaction depends on the natural energies

of the system which are necessary for survival and provide

work services for man. The wind energies of the system are

especially important in maintaining the air quality of the

system which serves as an , attraction for people and tourists.

Depreciation on all structures has been included to represent

decay and is assumed to be 5%/year for a mean building life
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of 20 years. The entire system is enclosed in the hexagonal

symbol representing an autocatalytic system.

Another main aspect of the model are the pathways of

money flows. These include the external sources and sinks

of money along with the internal cycles of wages and sales

which account for distribution within the system. It is seen

that developed land is generated by available monies within

the system for purchase of external land. In a sense the

model is the superimposition of two models, one depicting

the flow of energy, people and goods through the system while

the other describes the money flows. These two systems are

connected through price interaction equations (see Fig. 3 and

later simulated models).

Urban Mini-Model Driven by External Storage
of Fossil Fuels and Linear Price Functions

In Fig. 20 is a simple model which aggregates the struc-

ture of the city (meaning square feet of buildings) into one

storage and the money available forspending into another

storage. It is assumed that the growth of structure, repre-

sented by J^t is a product function of the structure Q,, the

money storage, M, and the fossil fuel, F, which means that all

three variables are necessary for growth to occur. If, for

example, money flows out of the system M will decrease with

a resulting decrease in the rate of growth, a consequence of

limited capital. Compensating for the growth of structure is

an assumed depreciation rate of 5% per year, represented by a
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flow out of the storage, Q,. Because of the simplicity of

this model the money flows are broken into three main types.

The inflow of money, K-I2, is that derived from tourism and

transfer payments; the outflow, JiPi* is the money spent for

energy; the remaining outflow, K_MP-, is money spent for

goods and services and can be looked upon as the money neces-

sary to keep the economic system functioning including inter-

change between people. This model could be used for any urban

system provided the flows are known or approximated.

Since this model considers the energy source as a stor-

age, the response of the model will vary depending on the

amount of fuel assumed available. For this simulation the

total proven fossil fuel reserves have been used (Auer, 1974)

with a 40% recovery rate (Ballentine, 1974). Other available

energy sources will be considered in later models. Monies

spent for fuels and goods and services are a function of the

price, P, , so that the response of the model becomes depen-

dent on the price function. This price is assumed to be

determined external to the system, generated by the inter-

actions of the U.S. and world economies.

Since there is so much uncertainty in the nature of

future prices, several price functions are used in order to

generate families of curves. The inflow of money, K,l2, is

assumed to increase at a rate of $.012 billion/yr, which is

the average rate of increase from 1950-72. This is probably

unrealistic but is an optimistic assumption in terms of a

supply of money to the system. Four cases of a price function



are used, namely, P_ = constant price , .IP increase per year

after 1?73, . 2P increase per year, and .5P increase per

year after 1973. P_ was the existing price of fuel from 1952

to 1973. It is assumed that fuel prices are constant before

1973, an assumption which agrees well with the facts (Minerals^

Yearbook). Prices for goods and services are assumed to be

some constant multiple of fuel prices.

Simulation output results are presented in Figs. 21 to 23.

Figures 21 and 22a show the overall response of the three

state variables and the money flow for fuels, JiP-i, for four

different price functions. The effect of different rates of

increasing prices is clearly illustrated in Figs. 22b and 23

where families of curves are plotted for Q, , M, F and JiP-i*

In Fig. 22b it is seen that for dP/dt > (inflation rate

greater than 0) , structure peaks earlier and at a lower level

than for dP/dt = where dP/dt is the rate of price increase.

The percentage difference in maximum structure between dP/dt

= and dP/dt = .5 P_/yr is approximately (.65-.4)/.65 or

38.5%, separated in time by eight years, the result of greater

outlays of money for fuels j goods, and services. Figure 23a

shows the response of the money tank. It is seen that for

P| = constant the money available continues to grow because

of the assumed continuing input from outside the system.

Each of the cases for dP/dt ?* gives an eventual steady-

state value with the dP/dt = .5 P /yr condition 33% less than

the dP/dt = .1 P^/yr condition in 1990. The fuel curves

shown in Fig. 23b are extremely interesting and show, in
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Fig. 21. Simulation results for model in Fig. 20.

a. Simulation results for model in Fig. 20

with price constant. Numbers on vertical

axis indicate units that variables are

expressed in.

b. Simulation results for model in Fig. 20

with price increasing 10% per year after
19 73. Numbers on vertical axis indicate
units that variables are expressed in.
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Fig. 22. Simulation results for model in Fig. 20.

a. Simulation results for model in Fig. 20

with price increasing 201 per year.
Numbers on vertical axis are imits that
variables are expressed in.

b. Simulation results for model in Fig. 20

showing a family of curves for building
structure as a function of four differ-
ent inflation rates. Inflation rate
is the percentage increase of 1973
price occurring each year.
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Fig. 2 3. Simulation results for the model in Fig. 20.

a. Simulation results for model in Fig. 20

showing a family o£ curves for money
supply for four different rates of infla-
tion. Inflation rate is the percentage
increase of 19 73 price occurring each
year.

b. Simulation results for model in Fig. 20

showing a family of curves for fossil-
fuel supply for four different inflation
rates

.

c. Simulation results for model in Fig. 20

showing a family of curves for money paid
for fuels for four different inflation
rates

.
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effect, the results of supply and demand. It is seen that

higher price levels lead to smaller consumption of fuels and

an eventual higher level of fuel remaining. In fact, in 1990

there is 10 times as much fuel remaining for dP/dt = .5 P-/yr

than for dP/dt = .1 P^/yr. Finally, in Fig. 23c is shown the

different outlays of money for fuels and it is seen that

higher prices lead to a higher pulse in fuel purchases fol-

lowed by a lower level of monies spent for fuels ,, probably

because of a lower level in money supply, M. As can be seen

from Fig. 23a the .1 P_/yr price function triggered slightly

earlier than 1973, which would introduce some small error

into the 10% curve in Fig. 2 3c for fuel expenditures.

What the results of this and other models in this disser-

tation mean for life in the city is discussed later on in the

Discussion section. How will fewer cars, buildings, and little

or no net growth affect the life-style of the inhabitants?

Urban Mini-Model Driven by External Linear
~"

Functions for Energy and Price

In Fig. 24 is a model similar to the model in Fig. 20

except that, instead of a storage of fossil fuel as an energy

source, an arbitrary fimctioh may be programmed to drive the

model. All the money flows are the same functionally as. in

the previous model. Maintenance energies are assumed to be a

square drain on structure because of the increased interaction

between parts as the system gets larger (Lamm, 1973). The

model diagram and associated equations are shown in Fig. 24.

For numerical values of the flows see Table 7.
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As in the previous model the price function, P^ , is

variable but so also is the energy function, E. Again, it is

difficult to assess how P^ and E will change in the future,

especially since they are probably coupled in some way, so

several cases are considered. If there are more fossil fuel

reserves than is generally assumed and nuclear power is a

net-yielder of energy, then the available energy can continue

to grow. In order to simplify the simulations, linear func-

tions were used for E as well as P,. The first case con-

sidered is a linear increase of E from 1950 to 2000 with the

values at 1950 and 1973 corresponding to actual energy usage.

This corresponds to an increase of approximately .24 Eg/^^

where £« is the energy consumption for 1950 (approximately

11.24 X lO"*"^ Kcal). A less optimistic energy outlook is por-

trayed by the same linear increase from 1950-73 followed by

a leveling at the 19 73 value. In order to maintain this level

of energy consumption a net-yielding nuclear technology will

have to be developed. As a last case, it is assumed that

energy consumption peaks in 1973 and decreases linearly to

the 1950 level by the year 2000. The price function was 20%

of the 1973 level per year after 1973, i.e. , dP/dt = .2 P^/yr.

Figure 25 depicts the overall behavior of the model for an

assumed price function which increases at the rate of dP/dt

= .2 P /yr for the three different available energy functions

discussed above. It is seen that even for steadily increasing

energy the structure, Q^^
, levels while the money supply de-

creases as monies spent for fuels increase almost in a
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Fig. 25. Simulation results for model in Fig. 24.

a. Simulation results for model in Fig. 2 4

with energy increasing from 1950 to 2000
at the rate of 2.7x10^-2 Kcal/yr. Numbers
on vertical axis are in units that vari-
ables are expressed in.

b. Simulation results for model in Fig. 24
with energy increasing from 1950 to 1973
at the rate of 2.7x10^2 Kcal/yr and level
from 1973 to 2000.

c. Simulation results for model in Fig. 24
with energy increasing from 1950 to 1973
at the rate of 2.7xl0l2 Kcal/yr and then
decreasing at this rate from 1973 to 2000
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Fig. 26. Simulation results for model in Fig. 24.

a. Simulation results for model in Fig. 24

showing a family of curves for building
structure as a function of three differ-

ent energy functions.

b. Simulation results for model in Fig. 24
showing a family of curves for growth
rate as a function of three different
energy functions.
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step-wise manner. The next two cases of energy leveling and

declining result in lower levels of each parameter. It is

interesting that in each figure, production, J-, peaks in

1973 and declines thereafter while the peak in structure

occurs about 3 to 6 years later, depending on the energy

function. Figures 26a and 26b allow better comparison of

the structure, Q,, and production, J- , for the three differ-

ent energy functions. It is seen that increasing energy

results in structure being approximately 45% higher. The

energy added from 1973-2000 is given by

50
/
23
/ (6. 8+2. 9 1) X lO"'-^ dt = 3040 x 10"^^ Kcal

while for energy level from 1973-2000 the energy added is

1990 X lO""-^ Kcal. While the structure is 451 higher the

energy maintenance of the city is approximately 531 higher.

The production rate of the city, J~ , is much lower in the

year 2000, being about 361 of the value for. the energy in-

creasing case. What alternative growth futures will mean

for urban life is considered in the Discussion section.

Tourist Mini -Model for Mi ami -Dade County

In Fig. 27 is a model similar to those already presented

but simulated in greater detail and containing features appro-

priate for Dade County. The money flows were separated into

four major flows. The flow of tourist dollars was assumed

to be directly dependent on available fossil fuels, structure
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in the county, and natural energies in the system. It was

reasoned that as fossil fuels decline so will tourist travel.

Low levels of natural energies or man-made structure to pro-

vide services would also limit tourist allocation. Finally,

it was assumed that tourist flow was inversely proportional

to the price of travel where the price of travel was thought

to be closely related to the price of fuels. It was reasoned

that even if the cost of travel became very high there would

still be some tourism. This tourist flow could have been

programmed with a (l-P^^ term but this would go to zero at

some critical price. Thus, the inverse function was used.

The flow of taxes out of the system was assumed proportional

to the money storage while the inflow of transfer payments

and government subsidies was assumed proportional to the popu-

lation. The flow of money through the price transactor, with

price P, , was the difference between money to purchase food,

fuels and goods minus profits from manufacturing and property

income

.

Two storages were included in this model which were not

present in previous models, namely, natural energies and popu-

lation. A stress on natural energies was assumed to be pro-

portional to developed structure. The flow of population

into the population storage was assumed to be dependent on

fossil fuels, money supply, and structure, all of which con-

tribute to the increase in population. This increase in popu-

lation consisted of natural increase plus migration. Most of

the recent population increase can be accounted for by
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migration (see Fig. 6). As in previous models, the production

of structure is also assumed to be dependent on these vari^

ables. Also included in this model were two price functions;

?2 is representative of the price of travel and P, is some

mixed price for goods and fuels. Of course, P, is related to

P^- since they are both dependent on energy sources.

It was desired to find the response of the model to a

step increase in the price of travel. To account for this

the model was programmed with a step input for the price of

travel, P2 , and a linearly increasing function for ?^. It

was assumed that P, was increasing 20% of the 1973 level each

year as in previous simulations. In summary, then, the

rationale for using two different price functions was that

the price of travel was closely associated with fuel prices

and so this flow was programmed with a step input for ^2'

The general price for goods , services, and fuels which con-

nects the urban system to the outside economy was assumed to

have a more gradual increase so that a linearly increasing

function was programmed for P, . Both of these price func-

tions are assumed to be created external to the system.

The results of the simulations are presented in Figs.

28 to 30. Figures 2 8 and 29 show results for building struc-

ture, natural energies
,
population, tourist dollars and money

supply. The curves generated for prices constant assume that

prices remain constant until 1990. For the price increasing

curves the price functions shown in Fig. 29c were used where

the rate of increase of P-, was 20% per year and ?2 ^^^ ^ step
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Fig. 28. Simulation results for tourist model in Fig. 27.

a. Building structure for two different price
situations. One result is for prices
constant; the other result is for the

programmed price functions shown in

Fig. 29c.

b. Natural system energies for two different
price situations.

c. Total population for two different price
situations

.
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Fig. 29. Simulation results for tourist model in Fig. 27,

a. Tourist dollar flow for two different price
situations. One result is for prices
assumed constant; the other result is for

the programmed price functions shown in

Pig. 29c.

b. Money supply for two different price situa-
tions .

c. General form of the price functions pro-
grammed for simulations. Pi represented
some mixed price for goods and fuels for
the urban system, whereas ?2 represented
a price more directly related to tourist
travel.
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Fig. 30. Simulation results for tourist model in Fig. 27
with fossil-fuel storage double that used for
simulation results shown in Figs. 28 and 29.

a. Building structure for two different rates
of inflation after 1973. The rate of
increase of price refers to the slope of
the Pi price function after 1973 as shown
in Fig. 29c. The P2 price function is
assumed to remain the same.

b. Total population for two different rates
of inflation after 1973.
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function. It can be seen from the curves that increasing

prices inhibit the growth of structure, population, tourism,

and money supply whereas the natural system energies recover

and end up at a higher level by the year 1990. It is inter-

esting to note that this type of model formulation results in

oscillations in the money supply as can be seen from Fig. 29b.

There seems, to be an upturn just after the recession of 1960

and again in the late sixties until 1972. This kind of fluc-

tuating behavior in the economic system is well known. This

oscillation may also have been caused by the initial state of

the system.
s

In Fig. 30 are presented results for doubling the initial

storage of fossil fuels and seeing the responses for two dif-

ferent rates of inflation for the price function, P,. The

structure and populations do not grow as much as would be

anticipated and this is attributable to a limited supply of

money.

Energy-Economic Calculations

This section brings together the systems of man and

nature through the common denominator of energy. As explained

in the Methods section it is theoretically possible to convert

the useful work of natural systems and human systems to a

common denominator of Fossil Fuel Work Equivalents (FFWE)

.

To this end, areas of different systems in Dade County have
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been measured or calculated. This allows a budget of all

these flows to be constructed.

Fossil -Fuel and Money Flows

Close inspection of the table of data in Appendix I

shows the use and breakdown of fossil fuels from 1950 to 1972.

For clarity the distribution of fossil fuels has been illus-

trated in Fig. 31 with pie diagrams for the years 1950, 1960

and 1972. It can be seen that high quality electrical energy

has increased percentagewise while liquid fuels and gasoline

have decreased. Notice that gasoline has gone from 45.5% of

the fossil fuels used in 1950 to 29.5% in 1972.

The main money flows for 19 72 in the Mi ami -Dade system

are summarized in Table 9. These numbers were obtained from

the various references cited in the data section and in Appen-

dix I. The notes to Table 9 detail the calculations used to

arrive at the value of the flows.

Subsystems of Dade County

Following from the Center for Wetlands, University of

Florida, study of South Florida, Table 10 was constructed to

give values for areas of different systems (see Fig. 32b).

As can be seen from the table, the top seven categories are

man-made systems, the next three are agricultural, and the

rest are natural, self-maintaining systems. It can be seen

that the overwhelming majority of land is covered by marsh or

wet prairies. The areas were calculated by planimetering



Fig. 31. Pie diagrams illustrating the distribution
o£ fossil fuels for 1950, 1960, and 1972.
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TOTALS 11.24 X 10'^ KCAL

NATURAL 6AS

aiixlO'^KCAL

0.6%)

1950

TOTAL= 32.58 x 10" KCAL
I960

NATURAL GAS

1.12 X lO'^KCAL

(3.4%)

TOTAL = 7 3.63 X 10'^ KCAL
1972

LIQUID FUELS

10.49 X 10'^ KCAL

(143%)

NATURAL GAS

2.71 X 10"^ KCAL

(3l7%)
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Table 10

Land Areas Within Dade County
in Units of Square Kilometers^

125

Area
Percent
of Total

Power Plants

Man-made Lakes § Reservoirs

Cleared and/or Prepared with Roads

Open Space and Recreation

Transportation Terminals

Commercial, Industrial § Institutional

Residential

Orchards , Groves and Treecrops

Vegetable Crops

Improved Pasture

Rivers, Streams and Lakes

Fresh Water Marsh/Sloughs

Salt Water Marsh

Mangroves

Pinelands
.

Cypress Trees

Hardwood Trees

Sawgrass Marsh

Exposed Marl Prairies § Salt Flats

Wet Prairies

Estuary (Biscayne Bay)

Total

17



Fig. 32a. Aerial map of Miami-Dade County.
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Fig. 32b. Land use map* o£ the Miami-Dade urban region

derived from aerial photograph. The key to

the map is as follows:

1 Cleared Land
2 Lakes § Reservoirs
3 Recreation; Open Space

4,5 Residential
6 Commercial § Industrial
7 Transportation
8 Power Plants
9 Pasture

10 Vegetable Crops
11 Tree Crops
12 Sugar Cane
13 Dry Prairie

14 Pine lands
15 Hardwoods
16 Rivers § Lakes
17 Cypress
18 Wet Prairie
19 Scrub Cypress
20 Fresh Water Marsh
21 Sawgrass Marsh
22 Beach § Dune
23 Salt Flats
24 Estuarine Bays
25 Salt Water Marsh
26 Mangroves

*Land use map constructed by Bob Costanza,
Center for Wetlands, University of Florida.
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aerial photographs flown January, 19 73 (see footnote to

Table 10).

Energy Calculations

The previous sections have presented numerical data for

fossil fuel flows, money flows , and land areas of various

systems in the county. The metabolism of the urban areas can

be obtained directly from fossil fuel and money data. In

order to generate the complete energy picture of the county,

contributions from natural ecosystems must be calculated. .

The useful work that an ecosystem performs in maintenance,

survival, and growth is measured by its gross production. A

measurement of this would result in an energy flow expressed

in Kcal of chemical energy (sugar). As explained in Methods,

these work services of nature need to be converted to fossil

fuel work equivalents so that the systems of man and nature

can be compared on an equal basis.

Table 11 tabulates all the major energy flows for the

Mi ami -Dade system. Areas of natural systems were obtained

from Table 10. These multiplied by work per unit area gave

total work. Multiplying by a suitable factor expressed this

work in FFWE's. The notes to the table explain the calcula-

tions and assumptions made. Energy flows per year were con-

verted into equivalent dollar flows through the conversion

factor of 25,000 Kcal/dollar (see Table 1). These systems

were those that were contained within the Dade County lines

(see Fig. 2). Dade County extends about halfway into the
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Everglades on the west, is bounded by the shoreline on the

south, and extends several miles into Biscayne Bay on the east.

Natural to Fossil Fuel Energy Ratio

If all energies are put in units of Fossil Fuel Work

Equivalents, then the ratio of natural to fossil fuel ener-

gies can be a measure of the extent of development in a region.

Specifically, the ratio

Total Work _ Fossil Fuel + Natural _ , ^. Natural
Fossil Fuel ~ " Fossil Fuel Fossil Fuel

has a minimum value of one for no natural energies and attains

high values for small fossil fuel flows. If the ratio is high

for a region in comparison to neighboring regions, then more

natural energies are available to subsidize investments of

fossil fuel development. The ratio for Dade County since

1950 is tabulated in Table 12, where it can be seen that it

has dropped significantly during the last twenty years. The

overall ratio for the United States is approximately 1.4

{Odum, 1974; Kylstra, 19 74). Approximate ratios for the

United States are also included in Table 12 for comparison

with the Miami region. The approximate ratio for Florida is

approximately 1.25 while that for the region of South Florida

is about 1.4 (Fontaine and Brown, 1975).

Table 12 is of immense interest since it can be seen

that the ratio for Dade County and the United States were

approximately equal in 1960. In about 1966-67 Dade County

began to have sharp increases in budget, taxes, and fossil
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fuel energy use, which may be signs of the increasing costs

of overdevelopment. Thus, the time-delay for this ratio to

affect the system may be on the order of six or seven years.

The theory behind this ratio is further discussed in the

Discussion section.

Recycle of Energy from Urban Wastes

There has been much discussion recently of using garbage

as a means of tapping extra energy. With this in mind, a

calculation was made of the possible energy potential of the

urban refuse produced in Dade County if it is incinerated and

the heat energy derived from the organic matter used as fuel

in electrical power plants. An estimate of the organic urban

refuse produced in 19 71 for the United States was .63 tons/

person/yr (Anderson, 1972). It was estimated that solid waste

can produce 2.52 x 10 Kcal/ton of energy (Hirst , 19 73) , so

that the energy that could be produced in Dade County amounts

to .63 tons/person/yr X 1.37 x 10 people x 2.52 x 10 Kcal/

12
toil = 2.18 X 10 Kcal/yr. The energy cost of solid waste

collection, transportation, and disposal is approximately

.076 X 10 Kcal/ton x .63 tons/person/yr x 1.37 x 10 people

12
= .066 X 10 Kcal/yr, while the energy cost of incineration

is approximately 10 kwh/ton x 860 Kcal/kwh x 1.37 x 10 people

X .63 X 4 Kcal FFWE/Kcal (electrical) = .03 x 10^^ Kcal/yr.

12
Thus, the net energy of the process is (2. 18- .066- .03) x 10

12
Kcal/yr = 2.08 x 10 Kcal/yr. In comparison to the total

fossil fuel energy use in Dade County for 1972, it amounts to

2.7% of the total.
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The above calculation assumes that the garbage collec-

tion system will remain as it is with the exception that the

garbage will be used for generating energy rather than land-

fill. As the energy level of the system gets lower, garbage,

and therefore potential recycle, will be reduced. At some

level will garbage collection be drastically curtailed? In

order to do a complete net energy analysis of garbage collec-

tion the money expenses and their associated energy costs

would also have to be included. Then a comparison to alter-

native methods of recycle could be made.

Food Production

Looking at Table 11, it can be seen that the total agri-

12
cultural output amounts fo 4.4 x 10 Kcal/yr or vegetable

crops and groves. If it is assumed that the net productivity

12
is 50% and that 20% of this is edible, then .44 x 10 Kcal/yr

is available for consumption (E. P. Odum, 19 71). Since 1.5 x

12
10 Kcal/yr of food is needed for the county, of which 1.3 x

12
10 Kcal/yr is carbohydrate, these crops can supply approxi-

mately one-third of, the carbohydrate requirements of the Dade

County population.

The total gross production of improved pasture amounts

12
to 1.6 X 10 Kcal/yr (see Table 11). Assuming that net pro-

duction is 50% of this and that the conversion into beef

results in a 10% conversion, the protein production was cal-

12
culated to be .08 x 10 Kcal/yr. An average person needs

approximately 600 Kcal of protein per day, which makes for a
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requirement of .3 x lO"'-^ Kcal/yr of protein for the Dade

Coimty population, and which is approximately four times as

much as can be produced within the county.

Energy to Money Ratios Expressed in Energy Units ^

Many ratios may be of interest for a theoretical and

conceptual understanding of the function of urban regions.

One of these is the ratio of total direct energy use (fossil

fuel + natural) to the gross regional product. In 1972 this

ratio for Dade County was 92,5 x IQ-"-^ Kcal/(1.25 x $5.45 x

9
10 ) =13580 Kcal/dollar (gross regional product = 1.25 times

the expenditures for goods and services; see Brown, 1973).

This ratio can be compared to the ratio of the total energies

of the U.S. to its gross national product. This ratio was

25000 Kcal/dollar. The lower ratio for Dade County indicates

that more dollars are generated per tinit of fossil fuel con-

sumed. This may be characteristic of high consumer and ser-

vice oriented economies whereas industrial areas may have a

high energy to dollar ratio. This ratio might be used as an

index for comparison of urban systems.

The actual energy value of the food consumed in the

system is fairly small but the money spent was approximately

$1.25 billion. If this is converted to energy expended some-

where else in the country by the 25000 Kcal/dollar ratio, it

is seen that 31.2 x 10 Kcal of energy are required to

deliver the food to the urban region. The ratio of this to

the total energy flow is .34.
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The Role of Solar Energy Technology
in the Miami -Dade Urban System -^-

Energy Calculations -for Water Heaters

In order to evaluate and compare competing water heating

rsystems such as solar, natural gas, electrical., and wood, all

energy subsidies to each of the systems must be identified

arid quantified. Much ado about solar energy as a new energy

source has been made recently. The only way to decide this

issue is to determine how much fossil fuel subsidy is required

to make a solar device operate as compared to competing fossil

fuel systems. Not only are energy flows quantified in this

section, but so also are capital requirements.

Located in one of the most southern areas of the United

States with an average incident solar radiation flux of 45G0

2Kcal/m /day (Bennett, 1965), the Miami-Dade County region is

a desirable area for evaluating the effectiveness of solar

energy technology. Presented in Figs. 34 and 35 are two dia-

grams illustrating the main pathways involved in solar, elec-

tric, and gas water heaters (Odum, 1975). The size of the

water heaters and the flows are those which would be neces-

sary for an average family of four under the present standard

of living. The solar water heater uses incident solar energy

coupled with large area collectors to heat water. The manu-

facture of equipment for storage and collection required

fossil fuel energy in the main U.S. economy as an initial

Done in collaboration with Sandra Brown, Department of
Environmental Engineering Sciences, University of Florida.
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investment. This is depicted as pathway 10 in Fig. 34. The

only other fossil fuel energy necessary for running this

system is electricity for an electric immersion heater during

the months of low solar radiation (pathway 6 in Fig. 34).

The electric and gas water heater systems use electrical

and natural gas energy, respectively, to heat water. Initial

equipment also requires fossil fuels in the main U.S. economy

for manufacture (pathway 10 in Fig. 35). The initial invest-

ment for the solar heater is greater than for the electric or

gas heaters but less fossil fuel is used directly. Tables 13

and 14 describe the flows in Figs. 34 and 35 with notes

detailing the calculations. Dollar costs were converted to

fossil fuel energy costs through the conversion factor of

25000 Kcal/dollar (see Table 1).

Calculations based on the flows in Figs. 34 and 35 were

made to assess the fuel savings and capital savings of replac-

ing electrical and gas heaters with solar water heaters in

the Miami -Dade region. The results are summarized in Table

15. It can be seen that both systems result in a savings of

fossil fuel energy. Fuel savings offset capital requirements

if a solar water heater is used instead of an electrical

system, resulting in a net capital savings. On the other

hand, even though a solar heater uses less energy than a gas

heater, the difference is small and loss of capital would be

incurred if gas were replaced by solar.

Table 16 presents the results of calculations assuming

that all the electrical water heaters were replaced in Dade
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County over a ten-year period. Approximately three-quarters

of the households in Dade County use electrical water heaters

(Florida Statistical Abstract, 1973). Two cases were con-

sidered, namely, prices constant for ten years and prices

increasing with a 10% per year inflation rate. It can be

seen that fuel savings are realized and capital savings accrue

This quantity of fuel saved, however, still only represents

about 3.,5% of the total fossil fuel budget of the county.

Investment Alternatives to Water Heaters

Tke question now arises as to whether solar water

heaters should be substituted for electrical heaters. What

feedback and work contribution does hot water provide to a

society by keeping its members clean? This function may not

be necessary in a low energy society. Thus, if our society

is to rapidly decline, putting capital and energy into water

heaters will constitute a wasteful action. This money could

be used to buy Middle Eastern oil, for example, and perhaps

provide some competitive advantage to the United States.

To obtain a measure of comparison between several alter-

natives, divide the Kcal of heat output for each type of

heater by the dollars invested. For the gas heater this

ratio is 4.3 x 10^ Kcal/$87.1 = 49500 Kcal/dollar; for the

solar heater this ratio is 4. 3 x 10^ Kcal/$122.24 = 35200

Kcal/dallar ; for the electrical heater this ratio is 4.3 x

10 KcaI/$206.5 = 20800 Kcal/dollar. Now, if Middle Eastern

oil is assumed to be $12/barrel and there are 1.015 x 10^
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Kcal/barrel, then this oil has a value of 96000 Kcal/dollar.

The question then arises as to whether it would be economic-

ally and energetically more advantageous to purchase Middle

Eastern oil and use oil-burning water heaters or use the oil

for more directly productive activities.

At the individual level is also the question of discount

rate. If the energy level declines rapidly many individuals

may decide to invest in some part of the economy which is

growing rather than buying a new water heater. If it is

assumed that money can be earned at the rate of 5%/yr and the

cost of a new solar water heater is $800 (see Table 13, note

14), then an amount equal to $392 could be earned over ten

years for a family of four.

Tables 15 and 16 represent the savings in fuel within

Dade County, whereas work done outside the county is reflected

by dollar flows. If the energy requirements in the entire

U.S. economy are considered^ the simple diagram in Fig. 36

may be drawn to show the relative magnitude of flows for each

system. Included in Fig. 36 is also the primitive wood-burn-

ing system for which wood is collected from a steady-state

forest and burned to heat water. It was assumed that this

forest grew at the rate of .1 gm/m^/day and the energy value

of the wood was 4.5 Kcal/gm. The acreage necessary could

then be calculated.

It is seen that the issue of solar energy technology is

complex and even if the society has enough extra energy to

diversify into such a technology the savings in energy are



Fig. 36. Diagram summarizing energy flows for four
different types of water heaters

.

a. Primitive solar water heater for which
wood is collected from a steady- state
forest. The only capital investment
is a small kettle or stove.

b. Modem solar water heater utilizing a

flat plate solar collector.

c. Natural gas water heater.

d. Electrical water heater,

(From S. Brown and J. Zucchetto, unpub-
lished paper.)
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only a few percent. How fast the energy level of the system

declines will determine whether solar heaters will be used

on a wide basis.



DISCUSSION

This siections brings together in overview the results of

this dissertation and the implications and questions to which

they lead. Some of these include the nature of the models

presented, the effects of energy and price on the general

behavior of the urban variables, and some theoretical discus-

sion. Consideration of energy calculations including those

of natural, agricultural, recycled garbage,, and solar energy

technology are considered. The future of Dade County in light

of these calculations is also discussed. The next few para-

graphs discuss the similarities between urban and natural

ecosystems.

Comparison Between Urban and Natural Systems

Theoretically, a system will build a mass -energy struc-

ture for internal and external interactions. The maintenance,

growth, and stability of these systems require the capture

of energy and mass from the outside. Based on this, models

of city systems can be constructed using storages and flows,

the flows being some function of external forcing functions

and internal storages and flows (see Fig. 3 for a description

of the components used for these models). Since this work

was derived from previous modeling directed towards natural

160
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ecosystems. Table 17 has been constructed to point out the

similarities between natural ecosystems without man and human

systems. Both systems obey the conservation of energy and

mass, responding to external sources of these parameters.

Both systems need information and structure for control,

require maintenance, recycle structure, establish communica-

tion pathways, diversify, produce, consume, establish cycling

pathways, and exhibit successional development. Human systems

contain libraries and culture for information storage and

transmission, government, institutions and communications for

control, industry for production, and people for consumption.

Recycle of structure is accomplished through repair and re-

processing of materials. Successional development can be

seien taking place in neighborhoods with invasions of ethnic

groups and urban renewal programs. All of these processes

are energetically costly and must be constantly maintained.

Money in the human system acts as the distribution mechanism

for energy, materials and information, and aids in keeping

the system alive and functioning, in the process establishing

cycles of money flow, balance of payments, and a basis for

exchange value (see sections on urban indicators and data for

a discussion and compilation of the variables which are a

measure of the properties discussed in the above paragraph).
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Effects of Available Fossil Fuel Energy

As in other sciences the axiom of the conservation of

energy and mass has evolved through experience and is accepted

as self-evident so then energy has been accepted in this dis-

sertation as a primary forcing function for all human systems.

This is a good assiimptipn based on experience with our highly

mechanized society (Odum, 1971). The high fossil fuel energy

2density (300 Kcal/m /day) necessary to support the variety of

functions in the Miami-Dade urban system is necessarily depen-

dent on sources of energy, especially fossil fuels. The

availability of high quality electrical energy made possible

the high density of structure in cities because of its clean-

liness and versatility. In the lower density, residential

parts of cities it has also made possible the use of a diver-

sity of appliances which contribute to a high energy consump-

tion per person. At present densities, lighting and heating

skyscrapers with oil, coal, and gas would constitute a very

dirty proposition in terms of releasing hydrocarbons to the

city environment. Even the proposed uses of solar energy for

heating and lighting would be prevented under high densities

because of shading. Since almost 4 Kcal of fossil fuel energy

are necessary to generate 1 Kcal of electrical energy • (see

Fig. 4), high density urban systems are necessarily dependent

on large supplies of fossil fuels. The increasing use of

electrical energy in the urban system is graphically shown in

Fig. 31.
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Since the entire urban system is so highly intercon-

nected and subsystems mutually dependent, several parameters

have been plotted as a function of total fossil fuel energy

driving the entire system in Figs. 13 and 14. The number of

telephones, effective buying income, and tourists seemsto be

increasing in a piecewise linear manner. The curves of money

costs such as the budget and sales tax have increasing slopes

with increasing energies. This reflects the increasing costs

with size as is pointed out so well by Lamm (1973), who shows

the increasing costs of services as cities become larger.

The curve for retail sales has a plateau which corresponds to

leveling in the curves of effective buying income, budget,

number of telephones, sales tax, and building structure.

This decrease in activity compared to preceding years lasted
• 12from an energy level of 58 to 64 x 10 Kcal which corresponds

to the year 1969. Beyond the 64 x 10"^ Kcal energy level the

curves begin to increase at a greater rate. Looking at Fig.

16 it can be seen that a pulse of energy entered the system

from 1969-70 followed by an increase in the rates of growth

for effective buying income, retail sales, number of tele-

phones, sales tax, and building structure. This is a nice

example of the influence of energy in the urban system.

Furthermore, the slowdown in growth during 1969 may have

been due to the decrease in the rate of energy use from 1968-

69 which can be seen in Fig. 16. Further discussion of corre-

lation between energy and urban variables can be found in the

Data section.
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In Figs. 14b and 15 are graphs of the urban variables

discussed above plotted as a function of the sum of gasoline

and electrical energies. The units of energy in this case

are expressed as actual Kcal of gasoline and electrical energy

without conversion to Fossil Fuel Work Equivalents. Using

electrical plus gasoline energy as the independent parameter

suggested that these energies were more directly involved in

the actual mechanical workings of the economy whereas petro-

leum oils and natural gas would be used for cooking and heat-

ing. Several of the curves such as number of telephones,

total budget, and sales tax collections are almost perfectly

piecewise linear while the other curves are approximately so.

These graphs suggest the direct impact of fossil fuel ener-

gies on urban parameters.

The quantitative relationships for several urban param-

eters in Dade County can be seen in Table 3. Total energy

increased 77% from 1963 to 19,71. Those variables which in-

creased in approximately the same proportion were number of

telephones (67%), retail sales (78.5%), and building struc-

ture (76%) , while those which increased in greater proportion

were number of tourists (100%), effective buying income (107%),

budget (130%), and sales tax (250%). Population increased by

a smaller percentage (23.5%).

The previous discussion was based on actual data for the

Miami-Dade urban system. In addition, consider the simula-

tion models depicted in the Results section and the effect of

different energy functions on the output of the models. The
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model in Fig. 20 shows the city system being driven by a

storage of fossil fuels representing the proven fossil fuel

reserves in the United States available to the residents of

Dade County. The characteristic curve of city structure is

one which starts out slowly in the beginning, goes through a

period of steep growth, peaks, and then begins to fall. This

canbe seen in Figs. 21 and 22. The storage of fossil fuels

resembles an inverse sigmoid curve whose greatest rate of

decrease corresponds to the greatest rate of increase of the

structure curve.

Rather than a storage of fossil fuels the model in Fig.

24 depicts an urban model driven by an arbitrary outside

energy fiinction and depreciation of structure assumed to be

a square function of structure. Three energy functions were

considered: linearly increasing after 1972; level after

1972; linearly decreasing after 1972. The increasing energy

function could represent a net nuclear energy technology.

For the energy increasing case structure peaks and then drops

slightly and levels off. The production of structure peaks

and then changes erratically. The case where energy levels

after 19 72 shows a sharper peak in structure than the previous

case and one for which the production of structure peaks and

declines thereafter. The energy declining case results in

structure peaking and declining as does the production of

structure.

As a final consideration of the effect of fossil fuel

energy, the tourist model in Fig. 27 was simulated for two
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initial values of fossil fuel energy, one bieing twice as

large as the other. This case was considered in order to

understand an increase in available energy due to a net

energy coal technology. Comparing Figs. 28a and 30a it is

seen that for prices increasing 20% per year, structure peaks

approximately 4% higher with initial fuel storage doubled.

This is smaller than would be expected and might be explained

by the fact that the model doesn't include increasing the

money supply in relation to the amount of available energy.

The decrease in tourism and the increase in prices combine to

limit the capital for growth. A sudden input of Federal;sub-

sidies could result in a surge of growth followed by decline

, as fuels were exhatisted.

Effects of External Price

For the models simulated in the Results section, money

transactions with the outside world occur through the price

transactor, the mathematics for which is shown in Fig. 3.

It represents the fact that for every flow of energy, goods,

or services in the human system, there is a counter- current

flow of money. As depicted in the models in Figs. 19, 20,

24, and 27, the price is shown to be determined external to

the urban system, the net result of the complex interactions

in the U.S. and world economic systems. Since the early

fifties'the western world has not been subjected to very

severe rates of inflation. Prices of energy have remained
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fairly constant from 1950-72 (Minerals Yearbook) as have many

other prices for basic goods which were all dependent on

energy for their existence. However, as the reserves of

fossil fuels become depleted, it becomes more expensive for

a tmit of energy to be delivered to where it is needed: a

greater amount of capital and energy is required and this is

re.flectedin„the price system as an increase in the price of

fuel. This increase in price is propagated through the eco-

nomic system and affects the costs of goods and services.

Rapidly increasing costs occurred for the prices of fuels in

1973 as the era of cheap and easily accessible fuels came to

an end. The situation was aggravated by the fourfold in-

crease in the price of Middle Eastern oil. Since these events

the industrialized countries have been subjected to double-

digit inflation.

In order to simulate this rapid inflation the price

functions for some of the models were programmed to remain

constant from 1950 to 1972 and then linearly increase from

then on. Since the exact shape and magnitude of the future

price function is unknown, simulations were conducted for

several price functions. The effects of these are discussed

in the following paragraphs.

Fossil Fuels

The storage of fossil fuels responds in a very interest-

ing manner as can be seen from Fig. 23b. As the inflation

rate (price) increases, the amount of fossil fuel remaining
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in 1990 increases. This result seems to agree well with the

notion of the price system regulating supply and demand

forces. As prices increase more money is spent for goods,

services, and fuels, leaving less money in storage for further

spending: fewer kilocalories of fuel can be purchased with a

dollar. The amount of fuel remaining in 1990 is not linearly

related to the inflation rate, i.e., a 501 inflation rate

does not result in five times as much fuel remaining as a 10%

inflation rate.

Fuel Expenditures

As can be seen from Fig. 23c, fuel expenditures peak

rather sharply in 19 73 for a 50% inflation rate and then

descend more rapidly than the other rates as the money supply

is used up fasteruntil it reaches a low level in 1990.

There doesn't seem to be any general pattern to the curves

except for an initial pulse of spending at the onset of in-

flation.

Money Supply

As would be expected, the money supply decreases with

increasing prices as can be seen from Fig. 2 3a. This implies

that there will be less capital for growth if a greater and

greater proportion of money continues to go for fuels. This

may be one of the primary limiting factors to growth that

Dade County and other urban regions will experience.
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Structure

The characteristic curve o£ structure changes as a func-

tion of the inflation rate (Fig. 22b). As the inflation rate

increases structure peaks earlier and at a lower level due to

the increasing costs and unavailability of capital for new

structure. This seems to be the current situation in the

United States in 1974 with high interest rates , lower pro-

ductivity, and falling GNP.

Population

As can be seen from the results of the tourist model in

Fig. 28c, increasing prices inhibit the growth of population

as well as the other storages in the system. The 1990 popula-

tion is decreased approximately 25% to a level of 1.6 million

people. - This comes about because the model assumes that both

migration and reproduction are functions of energy supply,

structure, and money. In essence; this says that if there is

no growth of the city then population growth will also become

zero. By combining population growth to available energy as

in Fig. 27 a more realistic prediction method is obtained as

compared to extrapolation of population data into the future.

In general, then, the effect of increasing prices is to

inhibit the growth of the system and prolong the supply of

fossil fuel. The models seem to generate results which are

in agreement with notions of supply and demand.
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Competitiveness of Mi ami -Dade County

In Table 12 the ratio o£ the total work for Miami-Dade

County to the fossil fuel work was tabulated from 1950 to

1972. The total work was considered to be composed of the

sum of natural energies and fossil, fuel energies , where both

are expressed in units of Fossil Fuel Work Equivalents^ The

natural work of nature includes winds to reduce air pollution,

waves to build and maintain beaches, tides, photosynthetic

productivity, etc. , all of which contribute to the vitality

of a region. A region which is low in these energies will be

outcompeted by a region high in these energies if both systems

have the same economic mix, since the system with low natural

energies will have to subsidize work functions that would

otherwise be provided free. Thus, a higher ratio of total

work to fossil fuel work for a region will allow this region

to outcompete regions with a lower ratio.

Consider the diagram in Fig. 37 which shows the main

energy and money flows in a region, with selling price, P2,

and external price, P,. It can be seen that the larger

Jj^+Jjj/J-ji is, the smaller P2 is compared to P, , which means

that the region will sell at lower prices and outcompete

other regions that have a smaller ratio. Classical economics

leaves out the component of natural energy and arrives at the

condition that the ratio of flows should be inversely propor-

tional to the ratio of prices (J,/J2 = ^2^^\^ ^^ order to

maximize profits (Bishop and Toussaint, 1958).
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For Dade County, then, the ratio is 1.25 as compared to

1.25 for Florida (Kylstra, 1974) and 1.4 for the region of

South Florida (Fontaine and Brown, 1975). It would be
'

expected that these neighboring regions will receive the bulk

of new investment for they will outcompete Dade.

Future Outlook and Recommendations
for Mi ami -Dade County

Population and Growth

As can be seen from the model simulation results, the

system structure and population is limited. As discussed in

previous paragraphs the factors interacting which result in

limited growth are available energy, inflation, limited capi-

tal, maintenance costs of complex structure, and the destruc-

tion of natural system energies which are vital to the eco-

nomic competitiveness of the region (see Fig. 37). Based on

the tourist model in Fig. 27 the population curves in Fig. 28

show the population leveling at about 1.6 million with struc-

ture peaking about 1978. These results assume that 40% of

the proven fossil fuel reserves in the United States are

available for consumption (see note 1 to Table 7). Even for

an increasing energy function as shown in Fig. 25a, the struc-

ture still peaks around 19 80 but remains at a high level.

This is due to the square drain maintenance costs of the

system structure and increasing money expenditures for energy.

There are other considerations for predicting a leveling

of the urban system as discussed in the paragraphs
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accompanying Fig. 37 showing the natural energy contributions

to the competitiveness of a region. Those systems which have

a larger ratio of natural to fossil fuel energies will out-

compete systems with a smaller ratio because of the free work

services of nature. Under these criteria Dade County is over-

developed and therefore less competitive compared to other

regions in South Florida so that any new investment should be

attracted to regions other than Dade. This is a quantitative

way of saying that a hotel will more likely be put on a clean,

extensive beach than on an eroded and polluted one.

Agricultural Areas

Is it a prudent policy to develop the remaining agricul-

tural areas in Dade County as some developers would like to

do? As presented in the Energy-Economic Calculations section

the agricultural areas as they exist now could provide approx-

imately one -third of the carbohydrate and one -fourth of the

protein requirements of the Dade County population. This is

for the present food consumption of 3000 Kcal/person/day

.

If fossil fuels become limiting at a national scale, then

putting the last energies into development while destroying

the contributions of agricultural energies could prove to be

disastrous. Putting energies into development would decrease

the natural to developed energy ratio and make the region

even less competitive as the price of services goes up. If

the United States is entering a depression in 1975, then the

availability of food-producing lands is a survival factor for

the county.
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Another aspect to consider is the diversity of the

region. If the agricultural lands are developed, then the

county is headed for extensive urban sprawl, high cost of

services, congestion and decay that is characteristic of

practically every other urbanized region in the United States.

Leaving the agricultural sector maintains a diversity of labor

and:= land and provides a buffer during hard times. This is

especially true with regard to the shipment of food, for as

energy prices go up external food supplies will also increase

in price. Thus, a local supply of food will be economically

advantageous. There is also the question of how further

development will affect water quality and supply. If there

are extra funds and energy for growth perhaps these are more

wisely invested in redevelopment, maintenance, and adaptation

to a lower energy society.

Alternative Energy Sources

This dissertation has presented the fossil fuel and

natural energy contributions to the Dade County urban system.

There has been much speculation that other energy processes

can supply additional energy to human systems. Recycling of

garbage to produce additional fossil fuel energy has been

suggested but, as calculated in this dissertation, this would

only be a savings of about 2.71 of the total energy budget at

most and with possible hidden costs not considered.

Likewise, the use of solar energy to produce low grade

energy (heat) to perform such functions as heating water
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would amount to a 3.51 savings in fuel if all electric water

heaters were replaced over a period of 10 years ^ but there

may be other greater energy effective uses of capital than

for water heaters in a warm climate in a declining energy

situation. Net energy calculations cast doubt on the ques-

tion of whether solar energy technology could produce net

energy in the form of electricity. Thus, the two methods

discussed above for tapping some extra energy are at most

small and not sufficient for running a high energy system.

The recycling of materials from urban garbage can certainly

provide a source of raw materials in short supply but it must

be determined if it is energetically cheaper to recycle or

produce these materials anew. Other sources of energy which

may provide for further growth are Middle Eastern oil, coal,

and nuclear energy if they provide net energy to the system

of the United States. However, they will most likely have

high costs |LSSociated with them.

The above discussion has concentrated on technological

alternative energy sources. As the energy level, of a society

comes down, these diverse sources may be selected against.

For example, less garbage will be produced and with it less

potential for recycle. Similarly, useful work processes will

probably outcompete hot water heaters for fuel use. However,

the solar input to Dade County which drives the natural sys-

tems will still have a tourist multiplier effect , especially

if these energies increase as fossil fuel energies decrease.
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Energy Cost Benefit Considerations

It is recommended that any proposed changes or develop-

ments in the county be subjected to energy cost benefit cal-

culations (Odum, 1974) in order to determine whether a pro-

posed project will yield a higher isnergy value as compared to

other alternatives. This type of analysis will be especially

important as energy sources become limiting and natural ener-

gies must contribute vital energies for system survival.

This will be especially true if the water management of the

region is considered. The natural water system of the area

has been totally altered by man through the construction of

water management structures. This alteration of the natural

water system coupled with extensive urban development has

resulted in significant salt water encroachment, especially

during periods of drought. Methods have been proposed for

water conservation and recharge of the aquifer to prevent

salt water intrusion such as backpumping from the outlet of

the canals upstream to the conservation districts. How much

energy these plans will require plus the energy required to

maintain the water system functioning should be determined

for the future, especially in light of decreasing energy

supplies and increasing prices.

Many of the numbers presented and calculated in this

dissertation can be used in the study of future proposals in

Dade County. The Doxiadis Associates' (1967) master plan for

downtown Miami should be examined with consideration of avail-

able energy and costs for building, this structure along with
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that associated with the transportation technology which is

necessary for providing access to this area. 1£ this plan is

anticipating future automobile growth and use based on past

trends, then it must be rethought and revised as energy

becomes more expensive.

Dade County Master Plan Approach

The Comprehensive Development Master Plan for Metropoli-

tan Dade County prepared by the Metropolitan Dade County Plan-

ning Department (1973) is in many ways startling in that its

tone and outlook is much different than studies previous to

1971. Most previous studies extrapolated existing growth into

the future and thus predicted continued growth and develop-

ment. Growth was good and the question was how to manage

this growth. The General Land Use Master Plan had predicted

a population of 2.5 million by 19 85 but now the master plan

is predicting somewhere between 1.6 and 1.8 million people.

The tourist model in Fig. 27 predicted about 1.6 million

people in 1985 (see Fig. 28c). Thus, the planners are begin-

ning to respond to the reality of the energy situation as

they monitor indicators such as tourism, migration, building

growth, quality of life, carrying capacity, energy availabil-

ity, and prices. If population modeling had been tied to

energy sources in the sixties
, perhaps the growth would have

been seen to be limited.

It is also interesting that the Master Plan sets out

such goals as : ,
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a) A population ceiling should be determined.

b) Foster economic growth that will improve the
standard of living both on an absolute and
relative scale.

c) To achieve a harmonious relationship between
man and his environment.

d) Recycle urban wastes.

e) Urban growth should be constrained by the
carrying capacity of the Dade County environ

-

/ment.

f) Insure the preservation of beaches and wet-
lands.

g) Determine limitation on withdrawal from the
Biscayne aquifer.

All of these goals point to the fact that more energies are

going to be put into maintenance of the system and that con-

sideration of the carrying capacity will result in logistic

growth. In a sense this change in outlook of the planners is

a validation of the model results presented in this disserta-

tion. Further evidence for changes in the Miami urban system

was a drop in tourism of about 30% for 1974 compared to 1972-

73 and virtually no new construction permits with several

large developments going bankrupt (Littlejofin, 1975). Con-

struction is continuing on some developments which were

already partially constructed.

Implications for Urban Living Patterns

There are many ways in which living styles and customs

may change with adaptation to lower available energies and

less urban structure. Less structure implies fewer automo-

biles , luxuries and buildings . People may migrate out of the
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urban regions to rural areas. The pace of life will probably

slow down with less change, more stable communities, fewer

machines and more labor intensive jobs. Perhaps the business

district will decentralize to avoid the energy use of com-

muting and become dispersed throughout the urban region.

Communication will be maintained through telephones and tele-

visions. Extensive automobile use may be replaced by greater

use of buses, bicycles, and certainly more walking. Exten-

sive walking will provide much-needed exercise for large por-

tions of the population and increase the number of people on

the streets. This, coupled with the need for manual labor

and more stable communities, may help to decrease crime.

Even if some net energy is provided to the cities for

the next few decades,, the establishment of a pleasing and

attractive human habitat will require channeling of energies

into maintenance of buildings , streets
,
parks and all services.

This may result in the achievement of an aesthetically pleas-

ing architecture with diversity of structure. Rather than

displacing old, stable communities with gigantic high-rise

buildings, these communities may be renovated with local

people serving as the labor force. The acquisition of mate-

rial things and planned obsolescence may be replaced by an

appreciation of a simple life style with mechanisms maintained

rather than replaced. There will be growth and change in some

areas of the economy and depression in others while, on the

average, the whole economy will maintain a nearly constant
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level o£ activity. There will be change and development but

at a slower pace.

Implementation for the Transition Period

The perennial problem of interfacing scientific and tech-

nical research and development to society is of special inter-

est when considering the work in this dissertation. It seems

as though the difficulty of introducing new ideas or innova-

tions is directly related to the scale of the research since

large-scale projects affect many people and groups. Resis-

tance is greater. The research presented in this disserta-

tion presents ideas and results which may affect and challenge

existing values of the society.

Ideas can be circulated in the public arena through

books, magazines, and educational institutions so that they

will influence values and policies if they survive competi-

tion with other ideas. However, this process may take a long

time so that federal, state, and local government can be

looked to for implementing these ideas in the form of poli-

cies
,
laws, zoning, and taxation. Whether these governmental

agencies have the power to make such changes in the face of

powerful concentrations of energy and power (e.g., corpora-

tions) is an important question. Changes in policy can also

be brought about through advocacy planning, consumer groups,

and the courts

.

As the energy level of society shifts the distribution

of energy, and therefore of money and political power, will
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shift and redistribute. The key question is how this politi-

cal power will be redistributed. In Dade County lower energy

levels may shift power to agricultural areas and diminish

manufacturing growth and power. Tourism will probably still

exist as an important source of income but greatly diminished.

In Florida, the counties control development through zoning

and permits. The county agencies are , in turn, heavily influ-

enced by local economic interests.

Other Urban Patterns

Whereas the Miami urban region, like other American

urban systems, has been a fast-growing, successional system

characterized by a high ratio of net growth to recycle, other

cities have energy constraints which require recycle of mate-

rials and a low ratio of net growth to recycle. As an example

of a recycle model, the following paragraphs describe an

order-disorder model for the urbanization of South Vietnam.

Urbanization Model for South Vietnam*

Perhaps the most striking example of the disordering

process in the rapid development of an urbanized society has

occurred in South Vietnam during the war years 1963-72. As

in other under-industrialized countries, the rapid transfor-

mation from an agrarian to an urbanized society has resulted

in various kinds of disruptions and disorderings in the social

and physical systems. The intense conflict between United

States military forces and Communist forces resulted in

*Sponsored by National Research Council Subcontract
BA 23-72-28.
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widespread destruction due to combat troops, intense bombing,

arid widespread he rbici ding. American aid in the form o£ fuel

and material which, along with the natural system energies

,

operate on the destruction to maintain and develop the agri-

cultural and urban sectors. Figure 38 presents a macro-model

of the processes taking place in Vietnam. The ecosystem and

agricultural system are destroyed by herbicides for a period

of five years, along with other forms of war destruction for

15 years. The natural ecosystem also loses by being developed

and converted into agricultural and urban land through an

interaction with fuels and disordered parts. Disordered

parts are created from the natural, agricultural and urban

compartments by virtue of the war and normal deterioration.

This represents an order-disorder cycle. The rates of devel-

opment were estimated from 1965-66 data and are summarized in

Table 18. Unknown flows such as the natural deterioration or

depreciation rate were approximated to be 2% per year, which

is a conservative figure. The equations representing the

model are on the legend to Fig. 38.

Figure 39a shows the result of a simulation run with a

5-year herbicide pulse and a 15 -year war pulse with a recycle

of disordered parts to the natural ecosystem. Perturbations

are produced during the initial 10-15 years but the system

has enough stability as a result of input of natural Jand

fossil fuel energies to quickly recover and achieve a steady-

state. The results in Fig. 39b come about if it is assumed

that there is no recovery of disordered lands to natural
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Fig. 39. Simulation results for Vietnam model.

a. Simulation results for model in Fig. 38

with recovery of natural lands

(koQ2 ?* b).

b. Simulation results for model in Fig. 38
with no recovery of natural lands
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Fig. 40. Simulation results for model in Fig. 38
showing urban sector as a function of
three different levels of U.S. aid.
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ecosystems (kQQ2). This might come about i£ a political

decision is made to develop the devastated natural areas.

Ecosystem lands end up at a value approximately 16% lower

than in Fig. 39a. It is interesting to note that in all the

graphs urban development follows a kind of pseudp- logistic

curve even though there is only a linear depreciation outflow

and a constant yearly rate of energy input. Since U.S. aid

is one of the primary ordering energies the response of the

system to different levels of aid is of interest. Figure 40

presents urban growth for three different levels of U.S. aid

which shows there is not a linear correspondence between U.S.

aid and growth. This may indicate a process of diminishing

returns in that the percentage increase in growth is decreas-

ing with equal increments of U.S. aid.

Examination of the simulation curves suggests magnitudes

of impact of the herbicide spraying period on the total

energy flow of the Vietnam system. As shown in Fig. 39a, the

percentage of energy lost, as a fraction of the area under

the disordered parts curve until steady-state is reached, is

approximately 5-6%. The impact of herbicides exerts a short-

range effect, damping out within a period of 5 years, as long

as foreign aid is stimulating reprdering.
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Summary

In summary, then, this dissertation dealt with aspects

of the urban system in terms of an energetic formulation.

Although the theory presented here could be used for any urban

region, the area of Dade County was used as a study area

since it is extensively urbanized and one for which data were

available. Time series data from 1950 to 1972 were collected

for many urban parameters and the rates of change of these

variables correlated well with the rates of change for fossil

fuel energy use. Based on the data and energy concepts, a

set of urban indicators, were calculated which could be used

when making comparisons to other urban systems. Borrowing

from ecosystem modeling, a detailed model of Miami and Dade

County was constructed (Fig. 19) to show values of flows

including natural energies. Based on this model several

simplified models were constructed and analog computer simu-

lated to show the effects of available energy and price on

the growth of the system. These models included two general-

ized models (Figs. 20 and 24) and a tourist model (Fig. 27)

which were subjected to different functions of available

energy and price. The results show that the higher the rate

of increase in price, the sooner and lower the urban struc-

ture peaks. Different price functions also affect fossil

fuel reserves, fuel expenditures , and money storage differ-

ently. Higher prices inhibit the use of fossil fuels and

decrease the money available for purchasing. Changes in the
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energy input fimction to the urban system also resulted in

different responses. The tourist model indicated the effect

of changes in tourist dollars on urban and natural parts of

the system. If there are not any sudden discoveries of avail-

able energy in the country, Dade County structure should peak

in the next few years and level with the population perhaps

reaching 1.6 million in the next ten years. This population

increase may be offset if there are migrations back to rural

areas. If new net energy sources are developed, then growth

will continue and peak at a later date and a higher level.

Calculations were made for the major economic and energy

flows in the system, especially the major sources of fossil

fuel and those associated with the natural areas in the county.

In order to calculate these natural system energies, subsys-

tems in the county were identified, their areas measured, and

a land use map was constructed. A table of energy flows was

also constructed.

In order to compare natural system and fossil fuel ener-

gies the concept of energy quality was employed, which allows

theoretical assessment of the ability of energy flows with

different energy concentrations to do useful work. The ratio

of total energy flow to fossil fuel flow changed from 2.77 in

1950 to 1.25 in 19 72, compared to a value of 1.4 in 1972 for

the, region of South Florida. An estimate of the energy

recoverable from garbage in Dade County, assuming that the

level of the system remains the same, was calculated as

12
2.08 X 10 Kcal/yr, which represents 2.7% of the 1972 fossil
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fuel consumption. It was also estimated that the agricul-

tural lands in the county could provide one -third of the

carbohydrate and one -fourth of the protein requirements of

the population for existing levels of population and con-

sumption. Several eniergy to money ratios were also calcu-

lated.

An analysis of solar energy technology applied to water

heating was also conducted, with results showing that a solar

system would save both money and energy over an electrical

system. This was not true when compared to a natural gas

water heater. The question still remains, however, whether

capital and energy should be invested in a luxury such as

water heating rather than a more survival-related activity.

This technology applied to water heating would have saved

3.5% of the total energy consumed in 1972. The results pre-

sented in this dissertation for the future of Dade County

seem to agree with the new outlook and predictions of the

Dade County Planning Department, which sees much smaller

growth than previously predicted along with a consideration

of logistic growth effects. Their population predictions are

similar to those presented in this dissertation.

Finally, an order- disorder urbanization model was con-

structed for the country of South Vietnam to show the effects

of foreign aid, energy, and war on the development of an

entire country. The model shows diminishing returns on

foreign aid invested in the country. This system between

order and recycling parts and lands is a future of cities and

countries as well as of forests and seas.



APPENDIX I

TABLES OF DATA FOR FLORIDA AND DADE COUNTY
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Notes to Table 6

12
1. Approximately 10 gallons/yr recharges aquifer (Wind-

ham) .

2. Sunlight energy falling on Dade County approximately

equal to

sunlight = 4000 Kcal/m^/day x 365 days/yr

X 1924 mile2 X I^59xl06_m2

mile

= 73.6 X lO-^'* Kcal/yr

3. See note 17 to Table 11.

4. It was assumed that the average intake/person is 3000

Kcal/day which is

3000 Kcal/capita /day X 1.37 x 10^ people x ^^5 days

= 15 X 10-^\= 1.5 X 10"^^ Kcal/yr

5. Based on percentage increase in no. of vehicles from

1969-70 which was approximately 3. 4%. This comes out

to be 29,000 vehicles/yr for 19 72-73 if number of

vehicles in 1971 is multiplied by .034:

.034 X 851,000 = 29,000.

6. Transfer payments = $.57 x 10 for 1970. Property in-

come = $.73 X 10 for 1970. Assume values for 19 72 are

those of 19 70 corrected by the ratio of 19 72 to 19 70

population:

Population (1972) 1.36 8, i n7Q
PojDulation (1970) 1.267

^-^^^

Transfer payments (1972) = $. 57x(1.079)B = $.62 Billion

Property income (1972) = $. 73x(1.079)B = $.79 Billion

Total =$1.41 Billion
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7. Major Federal subsidies include:

1) Dept. of Commerce = $6 x 10^
2) H.E.W. = $334 X 106
3) Dept. o£ Housing § Urban Development = $30.4 x 10^
4) Dept. of the Interior = $3.4 x 10°
.5) Dept. of Justice = $5.2 x 10^
6) Dept. of Labor = $8.3 x 10^
7) General Services Admin. = $4 x 10^
8) Post Office Dept. = $4:7.1 x 10

6

9) All other except transportation = $355 x 10^

Total = $793 x 10^

Multiply by ratio of 1972 to 1970 population to get

$856 X 10^.

8. Taken as a total income minus effective buying income

for 1970. Taxes = $5.7 x 10^ minus $4.44 x 10^

= $1.26 x 10^. For 1972 multiply by ratio of 1972/1970

population to get $1.36 x 10 .

9. The sum of hydrocarbons, CO, NO2 , SO2 , NO-, particulates,

aldehydes, organic acids and other organics amounts to

915,453 tons for 1970.

10. The amount of developed land was 260 square miles in

1972 and 202 square miles in 1960 (see Table 5). The

average rate of development is

260-202 miles^ » o • -, 2 ,—j^-y^^;^:^—= 4.8 miles /year

11. Money spent in 1967 for vehicles was $2,099 x 10^ (Fla.

Statistical Abstract, 1973). Ratio of vehicles in 1972

to that in 1967 was approximately 1.31. Therefore,

assume money spent for vehicles in 19 72 was approximately

$2.0 X 10^ X 1.31 = $2.6 X 10^.
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12. Approximately 251 o£ family budget is used to buy food

(Fla. Statistical Abstract, 1973). Total effective buy-

ing income of Dade County for 1972 was approximately

$5 X 10 so that money spent for food was approximately

$1.25 X 10^.

13. Energy flow is the sum of electrical energy, gasoline,

natural gas, distillate, residual and kerosene. Fossil

fuel equivalent of electrical energy = 4 x (kwh used)

because conversion of fuel into electrical energy re-

quires an energy ratio of 4:1 (see Table 1). Thus,

Electrical energy = 4 x 9.67 x 10^^ Kcal = 38.68x10^^ Kcal

8 4
Gasoline energy = 6.04 X 10 gal x 3.6 x 10 Kcal/gal

= 21.75 X 10^^ Kcal

Natural gas = 2.71 x 10 "'^^ Kcal

Distillate + Residual + Kerosene = 8.0 7 x 10 '"^ Kcal

Total ~ 73.63 x lO"""^ Kcal.

14. Average price of fuel calculated to be .804 x lO' cents/

Kcal (see note 15 below)

.

Total money = .804 x 10'^ cents/Kcal x 73.63 x 10"*^^ Kcal

Total money = 59.2 x 10^ dollars

15. 19 71-72 prices of fuels were (Minerals Yearbook, Fla.

Statistical Abstract, 19 73):

Natural gas: $1.39/10^ ft^

or .003676 ft^/Kcalx $1.39/10^ ft = $.51 x lO'^/Kcal

Distillate fuel: 11.9 <^/gal Ion

or 11.9*/gal xg^x
= $.31 X lO'^/Kcal

1 barrel

1.6192x10^ Kcal
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Residual fuel: $4.51/barrel

or $4.51/barrel X 1 barrel ^ $.28 x lO'^/Kcal
1.6192x10^ Kcal

LP gas: 11.6t/gal

or iMi x^l-^ X L±arre3__ ^ <j. iQ-S/Kcal
gal S^^^riT

1.6192x10^ Kcal

Gasoline: 40<f/gal

or —4- XW X ^^f = $1.1 X 10-5/Kcal
S^^ 3.6x10^ Kcal

Electricity: 2.6(j:/kwh

or 2.6.^/kwh = ocg'^gS^Kcal ' $3.02 x 10"^/Kcal (of
high quality energy)

= $3.02/4 X 10"^/Kcal

= $.76 X 10"^/Kcal of fossil fuel energy
used to generate electricity

The average price for all fuel is a weighted average of

the above prices:

Average price = $.51 x 10'^ ^^^ * $(V31+.28)

Average price =$. 804 xlO'^/Kcal

16. Price of food taken as money spent for food (see note

12) divided by Kcal value (see note 4):

Price = $1.25x109

1.5x10"^^ Kcal

= $.834 x 10"^/Kcal of food energy

17. Personal communication with Steve Windham.

18. Aerial maps photographed January, 1973 (see Table 10)

,

were planimetered for areas. Developed land consisted
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of man-made lakes and reservoirs , cleared land and roads

,

open space and recreation, transportation terminals

,

commercial, industrial, and residential land uses

.

19. Aerial maps photographed January, 1973 (see Table 10),

were planimetered for areas. Natural areas consisted of

rivers, streams, lakes, fresh and salt water marshes

,

mangroves, pinelands, cypress , hardwoods , sawgrass marsh,

marl prairies , and estuarine water.

20. National average statistic of 1600 Ibs/person/yr.

Total =1600 X 1,342 x 10^ = 2.15 x 10^ Ibs/yr

= 1.07 X 10^ tons /yr

21. Based on budget assumed to be II of building growth in

private sector or 1.53 x 10 ft /yr.

22. Value of building permits in 19 72 was $1.3 x 10^. Cost

per square foot is approximately $8.50. Thus , the number

of square feet built is approximately 1.53 x 10 ft /yr.

23. Structure can be measured physically by use of material

weight or square feet of floor space. Value of building

permits from 1950-72 is approximately $9.25 x 10^. Esti-

mate that it costs $8.50 to build one square foot.

Therefore, total square footage is approximately

^ff^ = 1.09 XIO' ft2

If 5% per year depreciation is assumed from 1950 to 1972,

9 2then a value of .85 x 10 ft is calculated as the stor-

age in 1972. This is a conservative number since the

estimated number of demolitions from 1960 to 1970 was
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1300/yr while total construction per year was 15600

(Comprehensive Development Master Plan, 1973). This is

a rate of 8.,3I per year.

24. Estimated by taking total deposits minus 10% which

represents approximate government deposits on a state-

wide basis.' Therefore, business and personal deposits

= $.9 X 3,258,374,000 = $2.93 x 10^. Assume: 501 is

personal = $1.46 x 10 .

25. In 19 71 total retail sales were $2,82 x 10^. Residents

accounted for approximately 85% of this which is $2.4

9X 10 . The value in 19 72 was taken as this multiplied

by the ratio of population in those years (1.039).

Retail sales in 19 72 were approximately $2.5 x 10 .

26. Same as in note 24.

27. Based on government budget is approximately 1% of total

building permits. This is approximately 1.09 x 10^ ft^.
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Notes to Table 7

1. From Auer (19 74) the estimate of proven fossil fuel

reserves in the U.S. is given as 4.5Q where Q = 1.06 x

21
10 joules. The proportion of this available for Dade

County is taken as this number times the riatio of popu-

lation in Dade County to that of the U.S. This is

4.5Q X 1.35/210 = .03Q. If it is assumed that the effi-

ciency of recovery is 40% (Ballentine) , then the Kcal of

fossil fuel available to Dade County is approximately:

Fossil fuel = .4 X .03 x 1.06 x 10^ -"^ joules

X 2.389x10-4 Kcal
joule

Fossil fuels = 3.08 x 10"^^ Kcal

2. In 19 72 total square footage was approximately 8.5 x

10^ ft^ (see note 23, Table 6).

3. Average effective buying income taken as average of value

in 1950 and 1971 or

4. See note 13, Table 6.

5. Total structure built from 1950-72 is approximately

1261 X 10 ft (see note 2). Average square footage

built per year is then

1261x10^ ft^ _ „ ^ ,„6 ./I

,

-TTyiiTi— = 55 X 10 ft /yr

6. Tourist dollars in 1970 were approximately $3 x 10^/

1.26 7 X 10^ which is $2.36 x lO^capita. In 1950 an

approximate tourist dollar flow would be this times the
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population, to give

$(2.36x10^) x(. 495x10^) = $1.17 X 10^

The average tourist dollar flow per year is then

Money from other income in 1970 is $(5.7-3) x 10 = $2.7

9 9
X 10 where $5.7 x 10 is the total income., The approx-

imate value in 1950 is the 1970 value multiplied by the

q
ratio of the populations to give $1.4 x 10 in 1950.

The average income per year from 1950 to 1970 is

$(2.7+1.4)/2 X 10^ = $2.05 X 10^/yr. Total income per

year is $(2.05+2.09) or approximately $4 x 10^/yr.

7. See note 14, Table 6.

8. Based on mean building life of 20 years.

9. Money spent in running system internally is taken as

total income minus money spent for goods (vehicles) and

fuels. This is 4-(2.099+.592) billion dollars = $1.31

9
x 10 . Money drain needed for goods and services is

then taken as money for goods (mostly vehicles) plus the

above number calculated for services. Thus,

$(1.31+2.099) X 10^ = $3.4 X 10^.

10. See note 15, Table 6.
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Notes to Table 8

1. See Table 7, note 1,

2. See Table 7, note 2.

3. See Tables 11 and 12.

4. See Table 4.

5. See Table 7, note 3.

6. See Table 6, note 13.

7. See Table 7, note 5.

8. See Table 9. Money for food, fuel, and goods amounts

to $5.44 billion while that from manufacturing and prop-

erty income amounts to $2.79 billion. The difference

is $2.65 billion.

9. See Table 7, note 8.

10. See Table 9.

11. See Table 9.

12. See Table 9.

13. See Tables 11 and 12.

14. For a steady-state situation, assumed to be the same as

production over a year.

15. See Table 12. Natural system energies in 1950 were

14.86 X lO-'-^ Kcal (FFWE) while in 1972 they were

13.88 X lO-'-^ Kcal (FFWE). To obtain the rate of destruc-

tion per year, subtract these two values and divide by

22 years to get

"'•l^'yearf
°" '"'

' -"^ x lo" Kcal(FFm)/yr
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Notes for Table 11

1. Areas of systems obtained from Table 10 which was con-

structed by planimetering an aerial photograph.

2. Natural ecosystems metabolic work is gross primary pro-

duction and is estimated directly from the literature

for most calculations.

3. The energy concentration factor is the ratio of the out-

put energy flow for a particular energy conversion

process to the sum of the input energies. If the output

is expressed in fossil fuel equivalents (work equivalent

to coal) , then the energy concentration factor is the

number of Kcal of a particular type of energy flow which

can do the same work as one Kcal of coal. This factor

allows conversion of natural energy flows to the same

units as man's energy flows. See Methods and Table 1

for references and further details. Some factors are

uncertain and are marked with a question mark.

4» Column D is obtained by multiplying the work per unit

area (column B) by the area of land (column A) and

dividing by the energy concentration factor (column C)

.

The result is Fossil Fuel Work Equivalents , FFWE

(column D)

.

5. To gain perspective of various works done, annual energy

contributions in column D are divided by the approximate

ratio of work to money spent in the U.S. economy,

25000 Kcal/dollar.
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2
6. Fresh water marsh productivity estimated as 20 gC/m /day

(Bayley and Odum, 19 73; Young et al. 1974) . Thus,pro-

2ductivity in Kcal/m /yr is

20.5 gC/ra^/day X 9 Kcal/gC x 365 days/yr

= 67.3 X 10^ Kcal/m^/yr

2
7. Salt water marsh productivity estimated as 10.6 gC/m /day

(Teal, 1962; Bayley and Odum, 1973). Productivity in

2Kcal/m /yr is

10.6 gC/m^ /day x 9 Kcal/gC x 365 days/yr

= 34.8 X 10^ Kcal/m^ /yr

2
8. Estimated productivity as 2.8 gO-/m /day (Bayley and

' 7
Odum, 19 73) . Productivity in Kcal/m /yr is

2.8 g02/m^/day X 4.5 Kcal/g02 x 365 days/yr

= 4.6 X 10^ Kcal/m^/yr

2
9. Pinel and productivity estimated as 3.5 gC/m /day (Bayley

and Odum, 1973, pg. 42) so that productivity in

2Kcal/m /day is approximately

3.5 gC/m^/day X 9 Kcal/gC x 365 days/yr

= 11.5 X 10^ Kcal/m^ /yr

10. Cypress productivity estimated as 20000 Kcal/m /yr

(Odum, E. P. , 19 71).

11. Bottomland hardwood gross production was estimated from

values of a tropical rain forest (Odum, 1970) which was

2approximately 140 Kcal/m /day. For a 9 -month deciduous

period yearly productivity is approximately

140 Kcal/m^/day X 365 days x .75

=38.3 X 10^ Kcal/m^ /yr
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12. Estuarine productivity estimated as 20000 Kcal/m /yr.

13. Mangrove productivity estimated as 9 gC/m^/day (Snedaker

and Lugo, 1973). Personal communication with Larry

Bums (Center for Wetlands, University of Florida) which

is

9 gC/m^/day X 9 Kcal/gC x 365 days/yr

=29.5 X 10^ Kcal/m^ /yr

14. Tides in Biscayne Bay. Mean tidal range in Biscayne Bay

is approximately 2 feet (Tide Tables). Potential energy

due to tides estimated from

Work = 1/2 pgAh^

•z

P = density of water = 1 gm/cm

. . 2
g = gravitational constant = 9 80 cm/sec

2A = area of water column = 1 cm

h = mean tidal height =2 ft = 61 cm

Work =
J X 1 X 980 X (61)^ = 182 x 10^ ergs/cm^ per

rise or fall of tide.

Work =182 X lofergs/cm^ x 2 ^^^i^ x 365 days 10^ cm^
day year ^2

X 2.39 X 10"-^-^ Kcal/erg

Work = 318 Kcal/m^ /yr.

15. The length of eastward-facing shores including the main-

land, the Miami Beach shoreline, Virginia Key, Crandon

Park, Key Biscayne, and Elliott Key was measured as

approximately 178 miles from aerial photographs (see

note 1). Assume the wave energy is dissipated over a

20- foot -wide strip running along the coast. The area

is then
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Area- 178 miles x ^H?-^ x 20 ft x ^ ^\ ,

.
"^^^^ 10.76x10^ ft^

Area = 1.75 km^

16. Beach wave energy was calculated by assuming 1- foot -high

waves in South Dade County and 1.6 -foot-high waves in

North Dade County (Shore Protection Manual). The kinetic

energy per cm of coastline is given by

Kinetic energy = ^pg"^*^ x H^'^

K.E. = 1 X
(
J x 1 X 980^;^ X 30.5^-^ + 1-^1

X 980-^*^ X (1.6+30.5)^-^)

K.E. = 4,18 X 10^ ergs/cm/sec

If it is assumed that the wave energy is dissipated over

a 20 -foot = 610 cm side strip along the coast with 1-foot-

high waves along half the coast and 1.6 -foot-high waves

along the other half, then the average kinetic energy

per unit area is

Kinetic energy/unit area/time =4.18x10^ ergs/cm/sec
610 cm

= .685 X 10^ ergs/cm^/sec

= 1.64 X 10"^ Kcal/m^/sec

2 2Kinetic energy/m /yr = 516 Kcal/m /yr

17. The wind energy dissipated to the ground through turbu-

lent mixing was calculated for the urbanized part of the

county and the natural part. Height of buildings was

assumed to be 30 feet, whereas average height of vegeta-

tion was taken as 5 feet. Velocity at 100 feet eleva-

tion was approximated as 12 miles per hour. The air flow

over Dade County was assumed to be that of turbulent flow

over a rough plate with a logarithmic velocity
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distribution (Schlichting, 1960). The energy dissipated

to the ground is given by

P =
J p X U^ X C^

P = rate of energy dissipation/unit area

p = density o£ air

U = velocity high above the ground

C^ = Cl.89+l,62xlog(l/4xh))'^*^

L = length of rough plate of square dimension

h = average height of vegetation or buildings

2For the urban region of 565 km with average building

height of 30 feet

P = 300 Kcal/m^/yr

For the natural area in the county with average vegeta-

tion height of 5 feet

P = 200 Kcal/m^/yr

Average power density = 300x565^200x4917

Average power density = 210 Kcal/m^/yr

18. The average height above sea level of Dade County is

approximately 10 feet (Buchanan, 1973). The potential

energy of water flowing to the sea would be approximately

pg X Ah = 1 gm/cm^ X 980 cm/sec^ x 10 ft x 30.48 cm/ft

=298.7 X 10^ ergs/cm^

pg X Ah = 713.6 X 10"^ Kcal/cm^

The overland flow per year is 10 inches per year (Wang,

1974; Heaney and Huber, 1974). This figure multiplied

by the area of the county gives the total volumetric

flow which is
,



Flow =10 in/yr x .0254 meters/in x 4983 x 10

.2

'

Flow = 1.2657 X 10^^ cm^/yr

Therefore, the energy flow is given by

Energy/yr = 713.6 X 10"^ Kcal/cm^ x 1.2657

X 10-^^ cm^/yr

Energy/yr = .009 X lO"^^ Kcal/yr

The energy density is this divided by the land area of

the county or

.009x10^1 Kcal/yr , ^^^^^^ 10^ Kcal/m^/yr
4.9 83x10^ meter"^

This represents the work done by flowing water in the

entire county.

19. Energy values and quality for fresh/salt water concen-

tration gradients were obtained from Costanza (19 75) ,

who constructed maps of this energy potential for South

Florida. Energy quality factors were calculated by con-

sideration of osmotic pressure across a semi-permeable

membrane resulting in a hydrostatic head.

20. Improved pasture productivity was estimated as 10.4

2gC/m /day during the wet season (Bayley and Odum, 1973).

If it is assumed that productivity is proportional to

solar energy, then the average productivity over the

year is

2 2 "

J X 10.4 gC/m /day x 365 days x 9 Kcal/gC

or 21.8 X 10^ Kcal/m^/yr

2
21. Truck crops estimated as 35 Kcal/m /day (Odum, E. P.

,

1971; Odum, H. /T. ,1971).
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22. Productivity of citrus crop taken as 4.3 gC/m^/day

(Bayley and Odum, 19 73, pg. 45) for an apple tree and

adjusted for solar energy input. On a yearly basis

this is

4.3 gC/m^/day X 9 Kcal/gC X 365 days

= 14.1 X 10^ Kcal/mVyr

23. See note 13, Table 6.
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Notes to Table 15

1. Average mean daily insolation for each month in Miami

was obtained from Bennett (1965). Average incident sun-

light was calculated as 4500 Kcal/m^ /day. This is

equivalent to

4500 Kcal/m /day x 365 days x 4.46 m^ of collector

=7.33 X 10 Kcal/yr of sunlight

2. For a four-person family water use is approximately 20

gallons/person/day (Dr. Farber, Dept. of Mechanical

Engineering, University of Florida). Total use is

4 x 20 gallons _, days ^ ,„
^ "^ "^^ person- day ^^^^ yifc ^ ^° years

= 2.92 X 10* gallons/yr

3. Efficiency of Solar Thermal Process is approximately 651

(Aimone, 1974). Heat losses are

7.33 X 10^ Kcal/yr X. 35 = 2.56 X 10^ Kcal/yr

4. Assume 10-year life of the system (Aimone, 1965; Solar

Water Heater Co.
, Miami , Fla.) . Initial cost in a new

house for an 80-gallon tank and 48 ft^ Collector is

$650. Cost of an immersion heater back-up system is $7.

In Kcal this was

iaz-r ^ 25000 Kcal ,^ . ,^6^
dollar

—
= 16.4 X 10° Kcal

Initial plus installation costs in an old house were

$657 + $144 = $801 which is

torn V 25000 Kcal ' ^ ,.6 '

,^^"^^ dollar = 20 X 10 Kcal

Depreciation was

New house: .1 x 16.4 x 10^ = 1.64 x 10^ Kcal/yr

Old house: .1 x 20 x 10^ = 2 x 10^ Kcal/yr
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5. See note 2. Assiime 10% heat loss from water tank and

water heated by Sg^C temperature increase

,29.2 x lo3.M]^x.^-785 Kg ^ l^Kcal ^ 390^
year gal Kg- C

=4.3 X 10^ Kcal/yr

6. Additional electrical energy is needed during the months

of January, February, October, November, and December.

Using the data from Bennett. (1965) , this amounts to

476.3 Kwh/yr. In FFWE this is

476.3 Kwh/yr x
^^^wh^^"^ ^ ^ = 1.64 x 10^ Kcal/yr

7. Amount of electrical energy can be obtained from note 6

and is

476.3 Kwh/yr x 860 Kcal/Kwh = .41 x 10^ Kcal/yr

8. For interest rate of 10%/yr and lifetime of 10 years the

amortization factor was .16 3. The costs per year were

New house: $657 x .163 = $107/yr

Old house: $801 x. 163 = $130/yr

9. Assume 101 loss of heat from hot water tank. Multiply

value in note 5 by .1 to get .43 x 10 Kcal/yr.

10. See note 8.

New house:- $107/yr x 25000 Kcal/dollar

= 2.7 X 10^ Kcal/yr

Old house: $130/yr x 25000 Kcal/dollar

=3.3 X 10^ Kcal/yr

11. See note 5. Assume 101 loss so that total heat required

is ; .

(4.3+. 43) X 10^ Kcal/yr = 4.73 x 10^ Kcal/yr
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12. See note 6. Additional energy is 476 Kwh/yr. Average

cost per Kwh was approximately $.023/Kwh for an average

monthly consumption of 1000 Kwh (Fla. Power and Light

Corp.). The fuel adjustment was

476 Kwh/yr x $.009/Kwh = $4.29

Total price

$10.95 + $4.29 = $15.24/yr

13. Costs quoted by the Solar Water Heater Co. , Miami, Fla.,

Mr. Morrow, President. See note 4 for detailed costs.
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Notes to Table 14

1. See Table 13, note 2.

2. 5V of 4.73 X 10^ Kcal/yr = .24 x 10^ Kcal/yr.

3. Assume 10%/yr depreciation:

.1 X 3.3 X 10^ Kcal = . 33 x 10^ Kcal/yr

4. See Table 13, note 9.

5; See Table 13, note 5.

6. Amoimt of heat required for hot water is 4.73 x 10^

Kcal/yr. If the electrical system is 95% efficient,

4.98 X 10 Kcal/yr is required or 5.79 x lO^* Kwh/yr.

7. Average cost of electricity is $.02 3/Kwh (see Table 13,

note 12) with a fuel adjustment of $.009/Kwh.

Cost = 5.79 X 10^ Kwh/yr X ($.023/Kwh+$.009/Kwh)

Cost = $185/yr

8. From note 6 annual consumption of electricity is 4.98

X 10 Kcal/yr. This is equal to

4 X 4.98 X 10^ FFWE/yr = 19.9 x 10^ FFWE/yr

9. See note 12 for cost of equipment. Assuming an equipment

lifetime of 10 years and an interest rate of 10%/yi", the

amortization factor is .163. The annual cost is then

.163 X $132 = $21.5/yr.

10. See note 9. The energy cost for the equipment would be

$21.5/yr x 25000 Kcal/dollar = .54 x 10^ Kcal/yr

11. See Table 13, note 11.

12. Sears Roebuck costs listed as

Cost of heater = $75.00

Cost of installation = 5 7.00

$132.00
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$132 X 25000 Kcal/dollar = 3.3 x 10^ Kcal

13. The total natural gas needed to provide hot water is

5.91 X 10^ Kcal/yr (see note 14). Gas bums 80% effi-

ciently so that .2 x 5.91 X 10^ Kcal/yr = 1.18 x 10^

Kcal/yr is lost.

14,. The amount of heat energy required to heat the water is

4.3 X 10 Kcal/yr (see note 5). If 101 loss from tank

is assumed, then 4. 3/. 9 X 10^ Kcal/yr = 4.73 x 10^

Kcal/yr is needed to heat water entering tank. Natural

gas bums 80% efficiently so that 4. 73/. 8 x 10^ Kcal/yr

=5.9 X 10 Kcal/yr of natural gas is needed.

15. Cost of natural gas is natural gas use times price or

5.91 X 10^ Kcal/yr x($lxlO"^/Kcal)= $59. 1/yr

16. Sears Roebuck gives costs of a natural gas water heater

as follows:

Initial cost = $115

Installation = 5 7

$172

Amortize cost over ten years for interest rate of 101

gives a total cost of 172 x (.163) = $280 or $28/yr

which is

$2 8/yr x 25000 Kcal/dollar = . 7 x 10^ Kcal/yr

17. Initial cost of equipment is $172 or

$172 X 25000 Kcal/dollar = 4.3 x 10^ Kcal
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Notes to Table 18

Figures are approximately 1965-66 values.

Assume that the natural energies, balance the losses to main-

tain a steady-state in the natural system. Thus , S = K^Q^

where it is assumed that K^Q, = 0.02 Q, - 2% of Q, /yr.

1. Ecosystem lands - Upland forests = 18.5 x 10^ acres

Mangrove == 0.691 x 10^ acres

19.19 X 10^ acres

2. Disordered parts - Bombed

Agriculture: 31000 acres

Forest: 9030 acres' in craters

City: 890 acres

4.092 X 10^ acres

Herbicided

Forest: 150000 acres

Agriculture: 5.94 x 10^ acres

4
21 X 10 acres

TOTAL: Q2=^ 25 x 10^ acres

3. Agricultural land =7.31 x 10^ acres.

4. Urban land ^ 2.47 x 10^ acres.

5. Capital in city = $2 81 million

6. Herbicide use - Agricultural land: 198 x 10^ gallons

Upland forest: 455 x 10^ gallons

Mangroves: 11 x 10^ gallons

644 X 10^ gallons

7. Communist energies - 140000 men or $555 million.
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8. Rate of growth of urban land: Kj,Q^Q2M ^ 1235 acres/yr

9. Bare forest land returning to agriculture:

K^Q^Q^M == 5600 acres/yr

10. Assume 501 of agricultural land replanted. Thus,

KgQ^CW = 0. 5 [3. Ixio'^+S. 94x10^] =4.5 X lO"* acres/yr

11. Ecosystem lands destroyed:

KjQ^CW = 0-05[(9.03+150)xl0^] = 7.95 x 10^ acres/yr

12. War appropriations from U.S.:

W = $200 million

13. U.S. aid:

A = $250 million

14. Purchased input amounts to

K^M == $50.3 million

15. Amount of structure destroyed:

K5CW[Q^+Qj+Q^] =.40 X 10^ acres/yr

16. Amount of money flowing in due to sales:

^14^3 ~ $40.5 million

17. The amount of money flowing out to purchase goods and

fuel:

Goods = (Kj5+K^g)M = $130.5 million

Fuel = K^gM = $80.5 million

18. Bare land returning to agriculture:

KgQjQ2M = 14000 acres/yr

19. Amount of natural land changing into urban land:

KjjQjQ2M =12 35 acres/yr

20. Amount of natural land converted into agricultural land:

KyQj^Q2M = 5600 acres/yr
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21. Rural destruction:

KgQjCW == 4.5 x 10^ acres/yr

22. Rate of return of disordered land to natural land:

KqQ2 = 1.25 X 10^ acres/yr

23. Ecosystem destruction due to herbicide:

Kj-^QjH =^ 1.5 X 10^ acres/yr

24. Agricultural land destroyed by herbicide:

KjqQjH = 5.94 X 10^ acres/yr

25. Total herbicide destruction:

K2jH(Q^+Q2+Q4) =21 x 10^ acres/yr

26. Urban bomb destruction:

K^jQ^CW =^ 890 acres/yr

2 7. Total ecosystem transformation into rural arid urban:

^2^1^2^ ~ 1235 + 5600 = 6835 acres/yr

28. Assume approximately 2% recycle into Q2 from Q^, Q_, and

Q^; Kj = Kg = Kj2 ==0.02.
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Notes to Tables 19-22

1. Numbers compiled in Table 19 were obtained from Minerals

Yearbook (1950-1970) and from several Mineral Industry

Surveys. Fuels used by the Electric Utilities Industry

have not been included since kilowatt-hour data have been

compiled for Dade County. The Minerals Yearbook did not

include, figures for distillate, residual, kerosene and

liquid petroleum fuels in 1967 and 1968. It also did not

list electric utility consumption of distillate, residual

and kerosene fuels from 1950-53 and from 1961-68. Per-

centage used by electric utilities for the years 1954-56

was approximately 44% so it was assumed this was true for

1950-53. For 1961 this percentage was 391, whereas for

1969 it was 571. It was assumed that this percentage

increased linearly from 1961-69 in order to obtain the

figures in Table 1.

2. Most data in Table 20 were obtained from various county

and state publications listed in the references.

3. Square footage was approximated by dividing value of

building permits by average building cost of $850/ft^.

4. Consumption of distillate, residual, kerosene and liquid

petroleum fuels was obtained by multiplying the Florida

consumption by the population ratio to arrive at the Dade

County estimate. It was felt that this was a good esti-

mate since, aside from the electric utilities, most of

this fuel is residentially and commercially consumed.
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5. T««l gasoline sale, were Obtained fro„ the Dade County
Department of Transportation.

«• If the total consumption of natural gas i„ Florida for
1971 is multiplied by the ratio of the populations of
Dade County to the population of Florida for 1971
(1^3134/7.041 = .1868), a total consumption of 25500 x
10 ft is Obtained for the county. This would be a good
approximation if the mix of commercial, residential and
industrial sectors was homogeneous throughout the state
A correction for this ratio was calculated by finding out
the actual natural trac cai^^ r x.- .^urai gas sales for Miami from the Annual
Report Of Florida Gas CO.. 1971, calculating a per capita
consumption for Miami, and then multiplying this by the
total population Of Bade County to obtain a more accurate

.

consumption figure for the county. Tbis turned out to be
"'"•^=< "* ft^ The ratio of this figure to that cal-
culated from Florida data is .444 . C113S7.5/2S5O0)

.

-ith the aid of this correction the consumption in Dade
County was calculated for each v^^,. k , •°^ eacn year by multiplying the
Florida consumption bv tli«s „«»,,. i ^•P xon oy the population ratio times 444

7. Kilocalorie energy values of the various fuels were
Obtained by using the following conversion factors
(Federal Power Commission, 1970):

Natural gas: 10 7q rtii/.c*.3
'

..„S<»^. iu/5 BTU/ft X .253 Kcal/BTU

= 271.975 Kcal/ft^

Residual, distillate and kerosene fuel:

6.4 X 10^ BTU/barrel x .253 Kcal/BTU

= l.«192 X 10^ Kcal/barrel
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Liquid petroleum: 4.011 x 10^ BTU/barrel

x..253Kcal/BTU= 1.014783 X 10^ Kcal/barrel

Gasoline: 3.6 x 10 Kcal/gal

Electricity: 1, kilowatt-hour = 859.85 Kcal

Electrical energy is considered to be a high quality

energy which is easy and clean to distribute. In order

to achieve this high quality approximately 4 units o£

lower quality coal or oil must be consumed (this ratio

includes maintenance costs; see Table 1). In order to

put the kilowatt-hour consumption on the same energy

reference level as natural gas and liquid fuels, the elec-

trical energy use should be multiplied by four. The total

energy was calculated by the following formula:

Total energy = natural gas + (distillate, residual

and kerosene fuel) + liquid petroleum

fuel + gasoline + 4 x (electrical

energy)

8. Per capita data were obtained by dividing total figures

for county by total population.

9. First differences give an indication of the rates of

change from year to year.



APPENDIX III

SCALED EQUATIONS FOR MODELS SIMULATED
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Model in Fig. 20

g- = . 3 X ^ ^t X —i-g- X -^ - . 05 X —

^

Zxio"* 7.7x10^^ 2x10^ 10^" 2x10^

F - .11 :c
P

X ^1 X ^
7.7x10^^. 7.7x10^^ 2x10^ 10^

M ''? c Qi-iij^ = .468 X —j^ - .681 X (10) X ^ „ 1
10^" 10^° ; ^ ; 7.7xl0l5 2x10^

.804x10

P

10"" .804x10, 10-^ .804x10

=0 before 19 73

J = constant after 1973 depending on inflation
.804x10"^ rate

Model in Fig. 24

^T V QV x/f—^ = .129 X (10) X H_^x _i-5- X -il^
2x10=^ 300x10-^^ 2x10^ 10"^

- .48 -1 x-i-g-
2x10^ 2x10^

-\= .015—4^ - .855 X (10) X —A-«-x -2l x-^
lO^V 10^" 100x10^ 2x10^ 10^°

X L__^ - .15 X (100) X -iLy X i—

^

.804x10^ 10^" .804x10"*

Model in Fig. 27

^
= before 1973

.804x10^
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P
—T = constant after 1973 depending on inflation

.804x10 ^ rate

A
. 31 X—l-^x-il^x^l 05 X "^1—^ - . Ol X 3-p- X -l-fr X — g- - .05 X -— g-

2x10" 7.7x10-^^ 10^" 2x10^ 2x10-

Q2 Q, Jp

12 = .144 X (10) X %, X \.
20x10-'^ 20x10-^'^ 2x10"^^

- .ao8 X -1-g- - —

^

2xlO" 20x10"^^

Q3 F M Qt Q^
-2^ = .159 X _£-^ X -%r- X —i_^ - .014 X -X-
10' 7.7x10^^ 10"^" 2x10^ 10'

«1 ^2
X FT X

M _ _ viq V 7.7x10^^ 2x10^ 20x10^^ .
' „ ^3

: TTT - . J. H o X — -«
:

+.535 —
10 2 10

.804x10"^

- .18 X CIO) X -ly X -^ - .3 X ClOO) X -iipr
10' 10^" 10-^"

^1 F Pi
X g- X YT ^ TT

2x10"^ 7.7x10-^^ .804x10 ^

^15 = -.102 X (10) X ^ ' x -^ X A_
7.7x10^^ 7.7x10^^ 10^" 2x10^

iVp- = .7 - .144 X (10) X ii™. X ^
2x10"''' 2x10^^ 20x10TT

^ = before 1973 -^—-^ = .02 after 1973
.804x10" .804x10

P P—j= .007 before 1973 ^ ^= .011 after 1973
.804x10 .804x10"
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Model in Fig. 58

Qi :

'^
'

-i^= .384[S] + .5[Q2]^- .134(10) [Q,][C][-W] - .6[Q,]
10 '

- .234[Q^][H] - .15(100) [Q^][Q2][M]

-^= ,14[M] + .5[C][W](.3[Qt] + .0098[Q,] + .0098[Q,])
.33x10^ 1 ^

+ .5(.142(100)[Q^]+.475[Q3][H]

- .938(100)[M][Q2][Q^]+ .18(10) [Q^]

+ .06(10) [Qj]* .oecQ^]

^3- - '

'^= .365(100) [M1[Q^][Q.] - . 2 (100) [Q-] [C] [W]
.33x10° ^ ^ /

- .6[Q3] - .244[Q3][H]

' Q4'

"—r^ .11(1000) [Q,][Q2][M] - .6[QJ - .117(1000)
.33x10^ -^

• [Q4][C][W]

^
3 = .166[Q3] + .15(10)[A] - .86(10)[M]

. 33x10

- .86(10)[M]+ .18(100) [W]

Maximum Values

:

Qlm= 30x10^
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